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Orientation and Mobility (O&M) classes teach people with visual impairments how to navigate the world, for instance how to cross a road. Yet, this training can be difficult and dangerous due to conditions such as traffic and weather. Virtual Reality (VR) can overcome these challenges by providing interactive controlled environments. However, most existing VR tools rely on visual feedback, which limits their use with students with visual impairment. In a collaborative design approach with O&M instructors, we designed an affordable and accessible VR system for O&M classes, called X-Road. Using a smartphone and a bespoke headmount, X-Road provides both visual and audio feedback and allows users to move in space, as in the real world. In a study with 13 students with visual impairments, X-Road proved to be an effective alternative to teaching and learning classical O&M tasks, and both students and instructors were enthusiastic about this technology. We conclude with design recommendations for inclusive VR systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Developing spatial skills is a well-known challenge for people with visual impairments (PVI) [17, 29]. In Orientation and Mobility (O&M) classes, instructors teach students with visual impairments how to analyze an environment using audio-tactile cues, how to prepare a journey and how to cross a street in the absence of vision, for instance. As this training is often done in real outdoor environments, the O&M instructors have to supervise students to avoid accidents (e.g. getting hit by cars) and deal with unpredictable conditions (e.g. traffic, weather, other pedestrians’ behavior). Virtual Reality (VR) systems may help to overcome these issues, as VR environments allow users to experience spaces in an interactive manner without exposure to safety risks. Indeed, VR systems are environments created by a computer which the user is totally immersed in, and able to interact
with [51]. Therefore, VR environments are controllable (both for static elements and dynamic interactive elements) and can provide a safe and comfortable alternative to training in real traffic situations. Such an environment can provide students with the opportunity for trial and error (e.g. getting hit by a car in the simulation when crossing at the wrong time) in order to better understand the impact of their actions without getting hurt. VR has already been successfully used for teaching and training, e.g. for surgery, physical and spatial skills [16, 65]. These virtual environments (VE) can have different form factors and sizes. Most current devices rely on visual feedback. Multimodality is used for audio, haptics and movement combined with vision [52]. Only recently has research emerged about accessible VR for people with visual impairments, using either audio [41] or haptics [77] or both [38]. Yet, these solutions are then not necessarily inclusive for sighted people, as they do not provide any visual feedback at all. Using VR with and without vision may not be equivalent, as visual information is widely used in VR [52], leading to unknown differences between people with low vision (who might use visual cues) and blind people (who cannot access visual information). Therefore, it is not trivial to propose a VR system which is inclusive for low-vision and blind people.

For VR simulations to be natural and immersive, it is necessary for the user to move in the physical space. A lack of (natural) movement can be a problem for training or education [24], even though it has the advantage of avoiding fatigue [52]. Kreimeier and Götzelmann [38] highlight the need for natural movement, in terms of both scale and movement mechanisms. However, in existing VE for PVI, the physical space for movement is limited (for instance, 5m*10m in [41] and 22m² in [77]), and it is difficult to represent virtual outdoor scenarios. We argue that movement in VE at a scale of 1:1 compared to reality is important. First, it allows the user to naturally understand the spatial organization of the virtual world by moving in the real world, as the world is directly mapped and manipulated [24]. Second, it avoids the classical VR locomotion technique of "Point & Teleport" (i.e., pointing at a distant virtual place with a virtual laser to "appear" at this position [13]), which is difficult for people with visual impairments to understand and use.

Current accessible VR systems require a large amount of specialized material which can be costly and hinders adoption in an educative context [16, 65]. An important goal for our project is therefore to provide a mainstream or low-cost solution. Based on these requirements, we designed X-Road, a visual and audio street simulator application for smartphones. Users move in the virtual world with the same scale as in the real world, without any additional devices. Our technical solution uses the Augmented Reality (AR) framework ARCore. ARCore usually allows users to move around a virtual object positioned in the real world. In our solution this virtual object measures several hundred meters and is the entire virtual world in which the user moves (a virtual street or crossroad in scale 1:1). In a study with 13 students with visual impairments and 3 O&M instructors, X-Road proved to be an effective alternative to teaching and learning classical O&M tasks, e.g. crossing or walking parallel to a street. Both students and instructors were enthusiastic about this technology.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are:
1) The design and development of X-Road, an inclusive VR system using a mainstream smartphone with audio and visual feedback, as well as the possibility to move in space at the real scale by walking. The proposed system is portable, self-sufficient, and requires no specific calibration.
2) Its evaluation in the classroom with 13 students with visual impairments and 3 O&M instructors.
3) The presentation of design recommendations for inclusive VR systems on the basis of this experience.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work is multidisciplinary, touching on work in both computer science and cognitive sciences. In this section, we will discuss the development of spatial skills of PVI. We then discuss the technical
aspects of VR devices, feedback and movement and usability issues for PVI. Finally, we present related work on accessible systems for spatial skills for PVI, including VR.

2.1 Visual impairments and spatial cognition

2.1.1 Spatial abilities as a challenge for People with Visual Impairments. Spatial skills are important for many activities, such as mathematics, geography and mobility and orientation. The latter in particular strongly impacts social life, autonomy and inclusion in society. Vision is an important vector of information in the context of mobility and orientation, and therefore PVI face challenges related to navigating the world [17]. For people with low visual acuity, it is indeed more difficult than for sighted people to perceive objects and avoid them, to recognize points of interest and to update their spatial situation (e.g. to understand where they are and to correct their path). It is also more difficult to prepare trips, as most geographic maps are visual. However, it is not impossible to navigate in the absence of vision [17, 29]. Objects can be perceived through different modalities at once (for instance a car is visible and emits sound), and potentially through deduction (the sidewalk is parallel to the road)[29]. Several studies argue that a spatial representation is ultimately a unique encoding, not dependent on whether a person has full vision, residual vision or no vision at all [29]. Spatial representations can be created through multiple modalities (vision, audio, tactile, language). They are amodal, in particular for spatial images in working memory [43]. These representations exist in the form of cognitive maps, defined by Golledge [30] as "internal representation of perceived environmental features or objects and the spatial relations among them". PVI develop cognitive maps for spaces [67], based on landmark, route-based, and survey-based knowledge [64].

2.1.2 Tools for supporting orientation and mobility among People with Visual Impairments. O&M instructors rely on tactile tools to represent spatial environments, such as tactile maps, small-scale models or magnet boards [2, 21]. Tactile maps and diagrams are widely used to represent graphical information for PVI, in particular for teaching O&M and mathematics in school. They are made using various methods, e.g. laser cutting, swell-paper [68] or 3D printing [28, 31]), or are composed of objects with different textures [70]. These maps represent environments at a small scale (size of a paper map or model) and allow the effective acquisition of spatial knowledge in a safe environment [72]. Interactive audio-tactile maps have been developed in recent years to augment tactile tools with interactivity [21]. These devices propose novel features such as audio feedback instead of braille annotations [15], the possibility to dynamically update content, quiz modes with the possibility to provide audio-based feedback [70], or map construction by PVI (to go beyond simple map exploration)[2, 22]. While maps are helpful tools for acquiring knowledge about unknown environments, they also have limitations. For instance, they represent spatial information from a survey representation, while many people with visual impairments tend to prefer representations from a route-based egocentric perspective [17]. Moreover, while maps preserve relations between landmarks in space, they provide this information in a smaller scale which can be explored manually but not by moving physically [72]. Consequently, the user then has to make a cognitive effort to adapt the acquired information to a bigger scale.

Another approach that has been investigated in previous research is to support PVI through in-situ electronic travel aids (ETA). On example is the NAVIG project, in which an ETA provided the user not only with guidance instructions but also additional cues about the environment [37]. In the NavCog project, a smartphone-based system has been developed which provides turn-by-turn navigation assistance based on accurate real-time localization over large spaces [1].

2.1.3 Teaching orientation & mobility to People with Visual Impairments. Besides providing PVI with tools for orientation and mobility support, it is important to teach them techniques to obtain information about the current environment and to orient themselves in the absence of vision. First,
PVI need to be able to navigate safely and avoid obstacles, even in an unknown place (Mobility). This relates to alignment (e.g., being perpendicular to a street before crossing, following a curve or a line [29]) or configuration recognition (e.g., intersection type, relative angles between streets, traffic light statuses, flow analysis [29]), i.e. egocentric information for immediate travel. Second, they need to be able to recognize places and points of interest, and their position relative to this environment, and to develop relevant strategies to reach a goal in this environment (Orientation). This relates to integrating a goal, adopting strategies to reach this goal (e.g., correction strategies, shortcuts and re-orienting strategies) and updating a representation of the environment (e.g. cognitive maps with one’s current position) [29]. In order to acquire these skills and learn how to navigate safely and autonomously, PVI attend O&M classes. During these classes, maps [49] or applications [59] can be used to gain knowledge of unknown environments, as described in the previous section. Alternatively, students learn how to analyze (urban) environments in-situ and how to navigate within them [29]. For instance, instructors teach the students how to move in urban environments using a white cane or how to identify the characteristics of a crossing. For this part of the training, the teacher accompanies the student traveling in the real environment. To experience and learn from various situations, the instructors and the students need to move to different locations. However, real environments are exposed to many uncontrollable conditions, such as weather, traffic, obstacles or other pedestrians, and can create anxiety and fear [72]. Moreover, in urban environments, and in particular when crossing streets, safety is a key problem when the student is learning the appropriate strategies within a trial-and-error process.

Interactive technologies can help teach students with visual impairments to use all available information in an appropriate and testable way [29]. Virtual Reality can be a solution to address this problem. Indeed, it has been shown that PVI can learn when to cross a street based on O&M training in VR [12]. As stated by Friedman [25], one of the reasons for using VR is to explore and practice tasks in a dynamic and realistic, yet controlled and safe environment.

2.2 Virtual Reality

Arnaldi et al. defined VR as the capacity given to users to carry out real tasks in a VE, this simulation being based on the immersion in this environment through the use of interactive feedback from and interaction with the system [4]. "Immersion" refers to the objective level of sensory fidelity of how the system provides virtual signals to the user’s senses [11]. "Presence" refers to the user’s subjective experience of "being there" in the virtual world [11, 63, 66], and forgetting the technology [40]. Most people imagine VR systems as visual systems. But the V of VR means the feedback is virtual, not visual. Indeed, VR and more widely Mixed Reality do not necessarily apply to the visual sense only, but potentially to all senses (vision, audition, touch and even smell and taste) [5]. People’s representation of VR systems being visual is grounded in the fact that VR applications today rely mostly on visual feedback. However, multimodality is included in definitions of Virtual Reality. For instance, Gigante defines VR as "the illusion of participation in a synthetic environment rather than external observation of such an environment." [27]. VR relies on three-dimensional (3D), stereoscopic, head-tracked displays, hand/body tracking and binaural sound. "VR is an immersive, multi sensory experience" [27]. While vision is often the main support to represent 3D spaces in the literature, in most cases vision is not the only modality. Feedback is often at least audio-visual and concerns interaction outputs (such as display and sound) and inputs (such as movement and controls).

2.2.1 Visual feedback. Visual feedback in VR is provided through displays [51]. These displays can have diverse forms, including screens offering a "window on the world" (WoW), i.e. a small
screen displaying the image of the virtual world in the real world [23]. In other words, the screen represents a window revealing the virtual world, depending on the position and orientation of the user. Other display-based VR devices exist, e.g. stereoscopic visual feedback with VR goggles, such as HMD (Head-Mounted Displays). Some HMDs, such as HTC Vive\textsuperscript{1} or Oculus Rift\textsuperscript{2}, provide the ability to interact using hand controllers similar to the controllers or gamepads of a gaming console. HMDs typically display two slightly different images to the right and the left eye in order to recreate depth perception of the image [53]. Alternative techniques consist in larger, collaborative environments called CAVE with projections on the walls, and potentially on the ceiling and on the floor [52]. The effects of using these visual displays with low-vision people have not been extensively studied. For instance, the usability of such VE might be lower for people with myopia (nearsightedness), light sensitivity or diplopia (double vision).

2.2.2 Audio feedback. In VR, audio feedback is often complementary to vision. For example, CAVE stands for "audio-visual experience automatic virtual environment" [19]. In comparison with vision, audio feedback has the advantage of being omnidirectional [17]. Like vision, within a certain limit it can be parallel, i.e. several audio sources can be perceived at the same time [33].

3D sound rendering (also known as virtual acoustics or spatialized sound) makes (pseudo) source-located audio feedback possible. An observer can perceive 3D sound to the left or right (azimuth), up or down (elevation), closer or further (distance) and from a smaller or bigger source (audio-image size) [6]. 3D sound potentially positions a sound at any place in a virtual space. Three solutions exist for creating 3D sound. First, 3D sound can be created from a mono audio source, for instance by reproducing a delay and difference in magnitude in the signals between the two ears. Second, binaural sound is created by recording sound as it would be perceived by the eardrums, for instance by placing two microphones on an observer’s head\textsuperscript{3} or an artificial plastic head\textsuperscript{4}. This creates sound with realistic delays and distance variations as well as skeleton deformation effects, but which is valid for only one position of the listener’s head (i.e. the position of the record). Third, ambisonic recorded sound\textsuperscript{5} is used to render the perceived binaural sound consistent with the orientation of the head of the listener in terms of azimuth and elevation. If the listener changes her/his location (in the virtual world), the sounds will follow her/him. Classical binaural and ambisonic records are thus not suitable for VR, as typically six degrees of freedom are required in VR: the listener’s head moves in 3D (height, width and depth) and can look in different directions around 3 axes (raw, pitch, and roll) over time. Some techniques to compute realistic spatialized sound with 6 degrees of freedom exist, but they require significant computing effort and access to the pure mono sound source [6]. It is possible to create 6D spatialized sounds in VR (e.g. Unity plugin Oculus Spatializer by Facebook/Oculus, Resonance Audio by Google and Steam Audio by Valve), but the calculation of the approximation of audio effects in complex world modeling (reverberation, occlusion etc.) is costly. Partially due to the relatively low speed of sound, audio effects do not instantly impact large spaces.

Imprecise 3D audio rendering can be corrected with vision, e.g. the effect of visual capture serves to map sound sources to visual elements (such as the moving lips of an actor) [6]. As VR often combines audio and vision, we have only little knowledge about the perception and usability of 3D real-time sound rendering by PVI (i.e. low-vision and blind people). This is true in particular for audio sources which are not reachable without walking [20]. In the case of inclusive VR for

\textsuperscript{1}https://www.vive.com/fr/

\textsuperscript{2}https://www.oculus.com/rift/

\textsuperscript{3}e.g. https://hookeaudio.com/

\textsuperscript{4}e.g. https://3diosound.com/\textsuperscript{2} and the “dummy head” of Neumann. https://en-de.neumann.com/ku-100

\textsuperscript{5}for instance with this microphone: https://en-us.sennheiser.com/microphone-3d-audio-ambeo-vr-mic

PVI, there is currently no knowledge on the minimum audio quality that needs to be reached for spatialized audio simulation. However, it is known that stereo feedback in VE is promising [62]. In visual environments the "illusion of VR" works for a long time with unrealistic, low-definition and downgraded visual effects (for instance for shadows and occlusion). We hypothesize that there might be a similar tolerance for low-quality audio feedback. More studies are needed to investigate the necessary realism of audio feedback in VR for PVI. This question is discussed more broadly in the "Question of the Realism" section.

2.2.3 Haptic and proprioceptive feedback. Besides auditory and visual clues, haptic, tactile and proprioceptive feedback can be provided in VR. Haptic feedback can be perceived using the mechanico-receptors of the skin and body. A variety of feedback types exist and can be defined from types of stimulation (e.g. vibration, pressure, shape), and the simulated part of the body (e.g. hand, fingertip, forearm) [54]. Vibrotactile feedback is easy to produce and is already used in VR. Vibrations on an observer’s seat can improve the perception of self motion [57] in VE. Gloves or wearable haptic systems for the fingertips and the hand can provide information about touching or grasping an object in VR, with vibrations either on the fingertips [54] or on the palm of the hand [46]. An alternative to vibrations is force-feedback. It is possible to provide force-feedback on the fingertips (‘pinching’ the finger) [61] or to use a hand exoskeleton on the inner side[10] or on the outer side of the palms [26]. Moreover, dedicated force-feedback devices exist, such as joysticks, pen-based devices [36] and the Geomagic Touch X (formerly the Phantom) [47]. Some devices such as the haptic revolver [73] combine textured tactile feedback with small displacements of the textures under the index. It is also possible to use an inflatable element on the palm to obtain dynamic feedback when holding an object [69]. Another approach is to create the sensation of proprioception through stimulation of the skin receptors and muscles. With electricity, a weight sensation can be created by stimulating the muscles of a user carrying a virtual object [44], and as well as a perception of movement and body acceleration through galvanic vestibular stimulation in the inner ear [3]. Finally, passive haptics aim to provide haptic feedback in the virtual world which is consistent with a real object which is not interactive.

Visuo-tactile multimodality is used extensively in VR. Most of these approaches use haptics to confirm and intensify visual information and may not work without vision because the feedback would not be understandable (for instance vibrating gloves) or because the surface to explore without vision would be much bigger than that provided by the haptic system (for instance, in the case of the haptic revolver or Phantom). [35, 71, 75].

We conclude that more research is needed to understand the effect of haptics in VR for PVI.

2.2.4 Movement in the virtual world. One advantage of VR over the traditional screen, mouse and keyboard interfaces is that the user can move in the physical space to explore the virtual world. VR goggles track the head’s orientation (raw, pitch, roll) and adapt the visual and auditory feedback.

Head orientation can be tracked with gyroscopic measures, e.g. using Google Cardboard. Some devices, such as HTC Vive and Oculus Rift, track the movement of the HMD (Head Mounted Display) and of the hand controllers in a limited space (for instance 3m*4m). Besides head orientation, the head (or HMD) position is tracked with external sensors positioned on the corners of the virtual space, e.g.infrared sensors on the wall for the HTC Vive HMD.

The "Point & Teleport" mechanism [13] is widely used to move to remote locations in the virtual world without moving in the real one, by pointing with a virtual laser to the next virtual place to move to. The user then virtually jumps to this new place, i.e. is "teleported". This allows users to cover larger distances in the virtual world than in the physical one. However, it relies entirely on visual information for selecting distant places and updating the new spatial position.
For large interactive spaces (16 feet * 16 feet, i.e. approximately 6m * 6m) [14] and large virtual worlds [8], techniques exist to redirect the user in order to remain inside the physical space, such as the walking mechanism, walk-in-place, stepping machine and flying. Redirection using the walking mechanism consists in changing the perceived orientation in the virtual space so the user changes his/her trajectory in the physical world and remains inside the area. Walk-in-place (the user mimics walking by moving his/her tracked feet or his/her arms left and right), a stepping machine (a specific platform, e.g. a stepper or a bowl counting the user’s steps) and flying (animation in the virtual world launched by a movement or a controller button) require visual feedback for updating the new virtual spatial position. Another possibility is to ask the user at the edge of the zone to turn 180 degrees; however, this will interrupt the interaction [74]. Most of these mechanisms require visual feedback, and may be inaccessible to PVI.

2.3 Accessible Virtual Reality for People with Visual Impairments

While we have shown that many questions regarding VR use by PVI are still unanswered, a few projects have specifically investigated VR for PVI. Lahav and Mioduser showed that a multisensory VE can be used by PVI to acquire spatial skills [42]. In their study, users navigate a VE with a force-feedback joystick, and perceive environmental cues through audio-tactile feedback. Connors et al. [18] conducted a study where blind participants explored an audio-based VE using the keyboard. Participants explored this VE following game instructions ("get the jewels") or spatial instructions ("learn the building’s spatial organization"). Both types of instructions allowed the acquisition of spatial knowledge in a VE. Moreover, the videogame-based learning allowed a more flexible spatial representation to be encoded. Guerreiro et al. developed two virtual smartphone applications which allow PVI to build mental maps prior to travelling in the real world [32]. These applications provide a description of a sequence of points of interest on a route. Users can modify their virtual walking speed by tilting the smartphone, while feedback is provided in the form of step sounds. Guerron et al. [34] proposed smartphone-based exploration of virtual environments using multisensory feedback (speech, beeps and gestures). Users do not walk in the physical space, but on the other hand this application only requires a smartphone and headphone.

Other systems allow the user to walk in the physical and virtual space. Zhao et al. developed a virtual cane simulator using HTC Vive goggles and a controller with a brake to provide haptic feedback while manipulating a white cane [77]. Kunz et al. [41] designed and tested a system that helps PVI to navigate in a virtual space with audio feedback working like the beep of the radar-based parking aids in cars. The user wears a camera, and the user’s movement in physical space is computed through detection of QR markers positioned on the walls and the ceiling of the room. This movement is then transposed in the virtual world. Kreimeier and Götzelmann [39] propose a system using walk-in-place with a Cyberith Virtualizer to navigate in an indoor environment. The system enables bipedalism and a virtual white cane through vibration on a hand controller, while navigating in large spaces. Regal et al. [56] created location-based indoor games to make O&M classes more entertaining in order to increase motivation and learning. Students could either navigate by physically moving in the real world, which was equipped with NFC tags to trigger text-to-speech information, or by using a keyboard in a virtual world to trigger the tags with the "space" key. The study shows that games with real movement in the real world were preferred to the use of the keyboard. The space tracked in the VE of these systems is limited and they are mostly used to represent indoor environments. They rely on specific devices, which means that users have to buy dedicated hardware and to have specific knowledge to use them.

Surprisingly, none of the presented applications provides visual feedback at all, although this would be interesting for low-vision people, as even low-vision people seem to have a preference for using visual information in navigation tasks [78]. Visual feedback might also be interesting for
potential collaborative use with sighted people, for instance when visually impaired students work with sighted instructors. We suggest that an inclusive system should be usable both with access to vision and without. We identified two use cases for using accessible VR with PVI. First, they may enable users to acquire spatial representations of particular places. Second, they can be used to simulate and test new navigation systems, as in [41]. Bowman and Liu [12] used VR for O&M classes and demonstrated skill transfer to a real situation in the specific content of analyzing street environments. To our knowledge, none of the existing projects has addressed the trial-and-error practices of O&M classes, i.e. analyzing environments, crossing the street and observing if the timing is right or if a (virtual) collision occurs. Moreover, while Bowman and Liu [12] used a projection-based large-scale VE, we propose a portable system.

3 DESIGN PROCESS: CHALLENGES, SOLUTIONS AND MATERIAL

In the previous sections we have underlined the importance of spatial abilities for PVI, which O&M instructors aim to develop. We believe that the potential of VR for O&M training for PVI has not yet been fully investigated and address this gap in the current paper. In this section, we present the origin of the project and the design choices with an overview of the final hardware and software, and the results of the participative process.

3.1 Illustrative Scenario

At the origin of this project was a request from an O&M instructor who approached us about the possibility of designing an accessible crossing simulator for O&M classes. This request specifically addressed the Mobility side of O&M classes in which students learn how to analyze and navigate safely and consistently in any spatial environment (even unknown places). This includes analyzing streets and crossings, and then navigating in these environments. Students travel with instructors to real places to learn how to navigate and cross.

As an illustrative scenario, let’s imagine Alex, a student with visual impairments, having an O&M class with an O&M instructor called Max. Today, Max wants to teach Alex how to cross a street. Max and Alex take the bus to go to the city center and reach a first Y-shaped crossing (3 branches) with stop signs. Max asks Alex how many branches he can identify. Max helps Alex to understand the angles between the 3 branches using the direction of engine sounds. Indeed, at a Y-crossing the branches are not perpendicular as is the case for a T-crossing. For this purpose, Max asks Alex to move in order to be parallel to the branches. Alex uses the engine noise to get a distant representation of the branches’ locations. Then, Max asks Alex about the priority rules of the crossing. Alex learns to identify a stop branch by sound: all cars stop before continuing. On the instructor’s instructions, Alex finds the start of the pedestrian crossing with a white cane thanks to the tactile paving in front of it, and chooses when to initiate the crossing. Alex hears a car stopping and decides to cross. Max stops Alex: the car starts again because it was stopping for the traffic priority rules and not because of pedestrian priority. Alex waits for a moment without traffic and crosses when the audible cars are far away. As there are a lot of cars, Alex waits for several minutes. After this first part, Max and Alex walk 15 min to reach a new crossing. This is the first time Alex learns how to cross a traffic light crossing. There are not many cars so Alex needs time before recognizing the configuration. Max helps with indications such as "How would you describe the starting moment?" (massive engine sounds are emitted when a light turns green), and "On which branches are cars driving?". This has to be repeated because in traffic-light configuration, driving lanes alternate. Alex finally identifies the crossing. Max checks if Alex knows the crossing rules in this situation: first count the time to find out the duration of each traffic light, then cross parallel to the cars emitting sound. Alex is positioned in front of the pedestrian crossing which is easy to locate. When the car in front of him starts, Alex initiates the crossing. Max stops Alex immediately.
to avoid an accident. Max and Alex then go to another crossing but it starts raining. Alex and Max now need to take the bus to go back to school.

3.2 Current limitations and challenges

This scenario illustrates the limitations of current O&M training: 1) It is necessary to move from one point to another to study different configurations, which takes time. 2) The number of cars driving is not controllable and may not be adapted to a novice or to understanding and crossing new environments. 3) Students can only analyze the environment from the sidewalk without experiencing other perspectives, e.g. the middle of the street. 4) Instructors have to stop students before they commit an error in order to avoid accidents, so students cannot learn from their mistakes. 5) Teachers can only bring students to places which are easily reachable. 6) Students and teachers are exposed to the conditions of the environment, e.g. rain.

From the initial request of the O&M instructor, we identified several design challenges: First, our application is intended to be used by students in school. Second, the learning is related to standard situations (e.g. traffic-light crossings in general), and not a particular place (e.g. the traffic-light crossing at a specific intersection). A VE for this use case should therefore not represent a specific “existing” space, but propose a generic space with the relevant representation of spatial elements. Third, our system is intended to represent outdoor environments rather than indoor environments.

Based on these challenges for O&M classes, we designed and implemented “X-Road”, a VR street simulator for O&M training in a scale 1:1 (i.e., comparable to the scale of a real street), which can be used to control the number of vehicles and the weather and to change the environment without changing the physical location. Moreover, it is possible to let the student try the simulator, even if this results in the student “getting hit” by a virtual car. We suggest that this might make the consequences of certain actions clearer to the students.

3.3 Users

As illustrated in the scenario with Alex and Max, there are two types of users of the system: O&M instructors and students. This impacted the design process, with iterations with the two types of users. It also impacted the design choices, since teachers and students should be able to use the system even though they have different levels of vision. The system should be usable with and without vision, for manipulation and for feedback. The materials should be compatible with a school infrastructure, from the device to the Internet network (no Wifi in the school, and limited connection in the countryside). The design should bear in mind the fact that the instructors may not have technical skills: settings, calibration and bug resolution should require minimal and acceptable actions. The system should support O&M tasks, as well as interactions between instructors and students in a class.

3.4 Design Choices

In order to design an accessible VR system for O&M training of students with visual impairments, we needed to address different design choices, which we will explain below.

3.4.1 Overview of the Hardware. X-Road consists of VR goggles (a smartphone and a 3D-printed DIY support) and headphones through which it provides audio feedback (Figure 1). The smartphone presents the user with a WoW (Window on the World) [51]. We have chosen this solution over HMD goggles because the latter are heavy and can cause physical discomfort, or specific discomfort related to the visual impairments (glare, external residual vision on the distorted image by the lenses, diverging eyes). Moreover, this choice can be justified pedagogically: VR goggles completely cut off the student from the teacher in the real world, while with a WoW solution the teacher
Fig. 1. Left: a virtual cube emitting a sonar sound can be localized using audio (and optionally visual) cues. The same approach is used to represent vehicles in virtual streets. Right: the X-Road prototype consists of a headset, smartphone and 3D-printed holder. The prototype can be held in the hand or worn on the head.

Fig. 2. Overview of the configuration of the virtual worlds. Right: top view of VR#1 representing a street with a pedestrian crossing. Left: top view of VR#2 representing a traffic light crossing.

remains in the student’s perceived environment. Finally, for security reasons, it is important to keep awareness of the physical surroundings.

3.4.2 Overview of the Software. We used the ARCore framework, an AR toolkit for Android. ARCore uses virtual “anchors” that instantiate virtual objects in the world and compute the movement of the user in the world relatively to the virtual object. This offers real-time feedback by generating virtual items respecting perspective and position in the world, without requiring any supplementary material. We used the AR framework as a technical solution to instantiate the virtual world as one single object measuring several hundred meters (see Figure 2) at a specific location in the real world in order to generate the VE.

3.4.3 Movement in VR. As discussed in the Related Work section, several mechanisms can be used to represent movement in VR. We decided that the movement in the virtual world should be induced by the movement of the user in the physical world at a 1:1 scale. We suggest that techniques such as teleportation, flying or passive haptics, which rely heavily on visual information, are challenging for PVI to use. Techniques that include redirection of trajectories also make use of visual information and, besides, might not lead to a correct spatial representation of a journey. On

https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/
the other hand, movement in 1:1 scale requires access to a large space that allows the user to walk 50 to 100m in every direction. Many of the special education schools we work with have access to large rooms, for instance plenary work rooms, hallways or outdoor spaces.

Computing the movement of the user in the real world to provide feedback about virtual objects is already used in Augmented Reality. AR technologies such as Vuforia\(^7\) compute a movement relative to markers or images which are tracked. The relative orientation, relative position and perspective are computed with image processing. Virtual elements can be associated with the tracked physical elements. ARCore computes the position in the environment relative to the starting point. It then builds a representation of the environment by tracking movement through camera data and inertial data. ARCore creates virtual 3D anchors in the environment to position virtual objects relatively to the user. We use the same technologies in our final X-Road prototype, although the virtual object is not a small AR object but an entire VR world. Instead of walking around the object as in AR, the user walks inside the object: a virtual crossing. An alternative to using ARCore would be the use of fiducial markers. For such a solution to work, at least one fiducial marker should be visible at all times to the camera. As a consequence, the number of markers needs to be quite high for an environment as big as a street, and markers need to be placed on the ceiling, walls and floor. This solution is not appropriate for outdoor use and for limited time in class due to its cumbersome installation. Using ARCore requires no markers and no installation at all, and is therefore low-cost and easy to install.

3.4.4 Multimodal Feedback in VR. As presented in the Related Work section, multimodal VR systems exist. Multimodality increases the complexity of the system as there are multiple interactions between the modalities. Hence, we decided to focus on two virtual modalities (audition and vision), and to mostly omit haptic feedback. We decided to maintain visual feedback to make the system inclusive for sighted people (e.g., O&M trainers) and usable by low-vision people, similar to [2].

Virtual haptic feedback (e.g. in the form of vibrating gloves) did not appear necessary for exploring a virtual crossing, since it does not correspond to the way a crossing is explored in reality. Moreover, the position of the intersection can be deduced from the audio feedback from each branch. Yet, some elements of the world cannot be easily deduced from audio feedback, such as cars that are not moving or a sidewalk located parallel to the cars. Such elements are then not directly accessible to blind people. Mimicking a real situation, our system can be coupled with passive haptic feedback in the form of real tactile paving fixed on the floor, at the position of the pedestrian crossing on a virtual street (see Figure 3). In the real world, such tactile pavings can be found in public buildings (such as train stations) to indicate paths, pedestrian crossings, train platforms and stairs. In our project, the tactile paving we used belongs to the school and is used in O&M classes to train students to detect tactile markers on the ground.

3.4.5 Audio feedback in VR. In X-Road, audio feedback is associated with moving objects (vehicles), in the same way as in the real world. As presented above, stereo feedback has already been used and has proved to be promising in VE for PVI [62]. However, little is known about the minimum level of realism of audio feedback required to enable spatial representations in VR for PVI. In our prototype, we used the native 3D audio feedback proposed in Unity 3D,\(^8\) one of the most widely used engines for VR and Mixed Reality development.\(^9\) Our iterative design process and pretests have shown that the sound of the cars alone may provide sufficient spatial feedback. We also

\(^{7}\)https://www.vuforia.com/
\(^{8}\)https://unity3d.com/unity
\(^{9}\)according to https://uploadvr.com/vr-developers-unity-unreal/“59% of VR Developers Use Unity, But Devs Make More Money With Unrealand” and https://unity.com/solutions/xr“Learn why over 60% of all XR content is created with Unity”, accessed on 13/02/2019.
experienced with the Resonance Audio plugin for Unity. However, for long-distance sound from cars (see participative design iteration), the audio rendering was worse with Resonance Audio than with the native audio management in Unity according to feedback from O&M Instructors and a person with visual impairments.

3.4.6 Sharing the point of view. The street and crossing are situated in a known position in the physical world, so it is not necessary to share the view with the instructor to know where the crossing has to take place. It is however helpful for checking the right time to cross. We proposed two solutions for screen sharing so that the teacher can see what the student sees. The first one was to set up a WLAN network between smartphones (one used by the student as VR device, the other one by the teacher to follow). The second solution was to use an existing internet network, using ARCloud or, in a similar manner, implementing a network game. The first solution was not validated by the teachers as it was too technical to set up by themselves. The second was not possible due to the poor internet connection in the school. A pre-test with a blind student, who was starting O&M classes, confirmed that it was possible to run an O&M class by looking at the student’s screen instead of a screen on a separate device either during or after the movement (Figure 7 bottom). Finally, in practice, the students realize incidents themselves, which makes it possible to conduct the O&M classes even if the device is not visible to the teacher, e.g. when worn as a headset (Figure 3 on the right).

3.4.7 Continuum of AR and VR. Milgram introduced the concept of the "reality virtuality continuum" [51]. Different degrees of reality and virtuality distinguish Real Environment, Augmented Reality, Augmented Virtuality, and Virtual Environment [50]. Our work is situated on the virtuality side, as the "principal environment" is the virtual street or crossing. In our final prototype, a blind person hears the virtual street, and is fully immersed in a Virtual Environment. For low-vision and sighted people, the real world is visible through the virtual screen. Thus, they perceive this application as Augmented Virtuality. However, in our application, the Real Environment has no meaning in the Virtual Environment, and is not integrated into it. Considering that it is a residual perception and not a view-port on the real world, it is equivalent to hearing the Real World audio with headphones, or touching a Real World floor while in the Virtual Environment. By adding tactile paving (Figure 3) we were able to connect the physical and the virtual world as Augmented Virtuality even for blind people. This definition also makes it possible to specify the role of the size.
of the virtual object in AR or VR. For VR, the virtual object needs to be big enough for the user to be immersed into it. We also suggest that congruent controls (egocentric displays and ego-referenced controls) are required to define a Virtual Environment as a VR. These concepts have been studied in applications with zooming features, e.g. [7, 58], switching between AR and VR within the same virtual object.

3.5 Participatory Design Iterations

Participatory design approaches serve to consider target users by involving them actively in an iterative approach [60]. This approach generally distinguishes several phases: observing use, generating ideas, prototyping design and evaluating the system [45]. As noted by Giudice [29], human- and user-centered approaches are needed to develop technologies for PVI "as sighted designers frequently have many fears and misconceptions about blindness that may have little to do with the actual experience". Including people with special needs during the design process may increase adoption of Assistive Technology [55]. Participatory design methods have been adopted in the design with and for people with visual impairments in previous projects (e.g. [2, 48]).

In our case, the starting point of the project was a request from O&M instructors. In the "observing use" phase, we followed O&M classes in order to understand current practices and user needs. Part of this analysis is reported in [2], and the illustrative scenario presented earlier is extracted from this knowledge. In the "generating ideas" phase, we talked with O&M teachers about technologies and acceptable and usable feedback which we verified during pretests. We also defined elements which should be present in the virtual world. In the prototyping phase we conducted several iterations to reach the acceptable level of design so that our tool could be used in O&M classes. These iterations are summarized in Figure 4, and the detailed description can be found in the appendix. The iterations were possible because the implementation of X-Road in Unity was versatile and could be adapted to different hardware settings and VR/AR technologies (iterations 0 to 4), as well as features in the software (iterations 4 to final): computer videogame version (iteration 0), HTC Vive (iteration 1), smartphone with Cardboard (iteration 2), with Vuforia instantiating scene elements with picture markers (iteration 3), with ARCore instantiating virtual objects such as cars in AR (iteration 4), then with ARCore instantiating the virtual world (iterations 5 and final). Finally, the evaluation was conducted with O&M instructors and students with visual impairments.

3.6 Lessons Learned

As shown in Figure 4, during our design process we used several devices and technologies (HTC Vive, Google Cardboard, Vuforia, ARCore) and implemented various uses of it (instantiation of virtual objects by targeting images or by anchoring objects, by modeling the VR world or by designing a VR world as 400x200m AR objects). This process allowed us to gain insights into developing accessible VR and AR systems.

3.6.1 Requirements. Regular encounters with target users (O&M instructors and PVI) allowed us to identify user needs. To sum up, we identified the following requirements:

- Technology working on smartphones is preferable to technology working on VR devices. First, smartphones are more affordable. Second, those mainstream devices are perceived as easier to use by O&M instructors than dedicated VR devices.
- Movement in physical space should be transcribed with a scale 1:1 in the virtual world.
- It is necessary to have stable virtual objects (visual and auditory) or a stable virtual world at a stationary position in the real world.
- Having a holder around the smartphone improves usability for PVI who cannot see whether their fingers are blocking the smartphone camera.
Fig. 4. Timeline of our design process over 5 iterations. The timeline is presented at the top of the Figure, while the bottom table describes the technologies used at each step, the reason for the technological choice (Main idea column) and the feedback about the proposed system (last column). AR means Augmented Reality and VR means Virtual Reality.

3.6.2 The question of Realism. The realism of the virtual world is a key question in our design. Two sub-questions exist: (1) Is realism necessary for VR? and (2) Is X-Road realistic enough? In the context of spatial learning, it is important for spatial information to be precise. However, the required realism of audio and visual feedback is less clear. Regarding the first question, we first analyzed the list of the most downloaded VR games on Steam in 2018\(^\text{10}\) and the 12 games bringing in the most money (“Platinum” category). In this list unrealistic, low-definition and downgraded visual effects (for instance regarding shadows and occlusion) are observable: four games show unrealistic visual environments (Beat Saber, SUPERHOT VR, Job Simulator, OrbusVR\(^\text{11}\)), four games show low-definition visual effects (Budget Cuts, Hot Dogs Horseshoes & Hand Grenade, GORN, Fallout 4 VR\(^\text{12}\)), and four other games, despite having more realistic visual effects, show downgraded visual effects, in particular for floor textures and trees (The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim VR, Onward, Pavlov VR, Arizona Sunshine\(^\text{13}\)).

For VR games at least, realism is not a requirement. But for a street simulator, this is less obvious since it relates to real-life situations. We ensured that the realism of our simulation was sufficient

---

\(^{10}\)On 14/02/2019 https://store.steampowered.com/sale/2018_so_far_top_vr_titles/


by acquiring early feedback about our system regarding the sounds used (versions 2 and 3) that was confirmed for the use in an O&M context in the pretest. At the early stage, two adults with visual impairments tried the system during a hackathon. They found the sound usable and were able to analyze the virtual world, the car positions, movements and collisions. They explicitly encouraged us to continue with this solution. With these tests, we hypothesize that there might be a similar tolerance to low-fidelity audio feedback compared to visual feedback. One specificity of our system is the audio feedback associated with a spatialized world. In particular, the virtual streets are at a specific and fixed position in the virtual world. The audio feedback is spatialized (e.g. sound from cars), and it is possible to identify the spatial layout (i.e. street and sidewalk location) of the virtual world through it.

Moreover, we controlled for the realism through an evaluation with standardized questionnaires (see 4.3.2, 5.3) about O&M tasks in order to verify that the representation was appropriate (see 4.3.1, 5.1), and that the students and instructors could use it for O&M classes (see 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 5.4 and 5.5). Since we co-designed the system with O&M instructors and PVI users, we believe that the achieved level of realism is sufficient for a system that is usable in the classroom in the context of O&M training. We also observed that realism might be a disadvantage. For instance, after testing with blind adults, we decided to remove the braking behavior of the cars, as it was too realistic and therefore scary. VR also allows unrealistic behavior. Some students used VR to reach the middle of the crossing and observe the cars’ movements from there. In real situations, the crossing is described from this point, but never observed for security reasons.

Our work with the O&M instructors and PVI suggests that the problem to solve is "how to make the virtual world spatialized?" and not "how to make the virtual world more realistic?" This hypothesis is consistent with the theory of amodal but spatialized mental models of the world [43]. Moreover, if realism was a more crucial problem than spatialization, small scale models, 3D printed models and raised line graphics would be not relevant. The question of making the VE more realistic is however an interesting question to pursue in the future (perhaps by researchers in other domains such as computer graphics and acoustics).

3.6.3 The Role of O&M instructors. The proposed system was designed in collaboration with the O&M instructors. During the experiments, the instructors were conducting a typical O&M class with one student: asking questions, helping with the analysis if needed, and giving feedback on the student’s actions. The purpose of our system is to be used during such classes. Information thus needs to be accessible for the O&M instructors. In the real world, the instructor sees what the student sees. In our final prototype, the instructors do not have their own independent access to the virtual world, as discussed in section 3.4.6. The instructors preferred to have a system that is easy to use rather than a more complex system that allows them to share the screen. The instructors used the following techniques to overcome this limitation. The world is positioned at one specific place, in a specific orientation and in the launch configuration. Consequently, the instructors know the state of the world on the smartphone (Figure 7, top). They know the answers to most of the analysis questions: "It is a street or a crossroad?", "Are the cars circulating one way or both ways?", "Where are the cars relatively to you?", "Can you walk parallel to the street?", "Are there traffic lights?". When a student initiates a crossing, the instructors inquire about the circulation of cars. In the virtual world, the student can cross whether the timing is correct or incorrect without any possible harm. The instructors look at the screen when the student is crossing (7, middle and bottom), or take the smartphone after the crossing to verify the cars’ positions and provide feedback to the student.
3.7 Material: the X-Road final prototype

3.7.1 Hardware. In its final version, X-Road (see Figure 1) consists of a smartphone OnePlus 5 A5000 128GB (8GB RAM), an audio-headset JVC HA-S200 (12 Hz - 22 KHz) for the sound rendering, and a 3D printed holder (Figure 6). As described above, the holder allows users to hold the X-Road smartphone without touching the touchscreen or hiding the camera (Figure 5 top). The holder can also be worn on the head with a rubber band (Figure 5 bottom). While in this latter setting the screen is too close or not visible, the audio feedback is directly related to the head movement of the user for a more precise spatial sound, and the user can hold a white cane at the same time as X-Road (Figure 3).
3.7.2 Software. The application runs on Android 7.1.1 and was developed with Unity 2017.3.1f1 in C#. We designed each 3D world with virtual objects having behaviors (traffic light states through C# scripts) as single parent objects. More specifically, we defined each 3D world (VR#1 and VR#2) as a prefab in Unity. In Unity, the system of prefabs allows users to store any virtual object as a template, so modifying the prefab modifies all other instances of this object. The ARCore plugin (arcore-unity-sdk-v1.2.1) was used to instantiate, in the environment and at precise locations, virtual elements with visual properties (mesh and texture) and audio properties (3D audio sources).

3.7.3 Familiarization Application: AR Cube Hunter. We designed an Augmented Reality familiarization application so that the students could learn how to manipulate X-Road, and test the virtual feedback (audio and visual). The goal for users is to find the location of a virtual cube in the room using either the screen (green cube visible as in Figures 1 and 8) or using 3D audio sound (direction, and intensity for the distance). The cube can be positioned anywhere in the room by the instructors (Figure 8 top pictures). O&M instructors found it helpful to place a real object in the position of the virtual object in order to increase understanding, for example a chair (Figure 9).

3.7.4 X-Road VR applications. The goal of X-Road is for users to analyze the scene to understand the type of situation (street, crossroad, traffic lights, stops, number of lanes and direction of driving on these lanes) and to cross when appropriate. For the final X-Road application, we designed two
The circulation of the cars in VR#1 was achieved by creating a new car for each lane at the two extremities of the street. The goal of the students was to find a time where no car was coming along either lane, so they would be able to cross the street safely. To avoid predictability, the cars were created at random times. Our algorithm first decides randomly on a break without cars (25% probability) or to generate a new car (75% probability). Then, our program picks a time for the break (random between 25 and 50 seconds) or a time before re-generating a new car (random between 3 and 6 seconds after the previous car is 10 meters past). Once this time is over, the program again decides randomly between a break or generating a car.

The circulation in VR#2 was achieved by simulating the traffic light status (red, green and orange). The traffic lights have a collider on the relevant lane, so a car will brake to stop if it enters the collider and the status of the light is orange or red. Once the light turns green, the cars inside the collider of the traffic light start again. To simulate the wave of braking and starting when a traffic light turns red or green (not all cars stop or start at the same time), the cars avoid collision by braking if they are too close to the previous one. Once the vehicle in front of the car is far enough ahead, the car starts up again and accelerates until the maximum speed is reached. If there is a traffic jam around the crossing, the cars wait until the car in front of them has left before restarting and continuing.

The VR application is used by instantiating a virtual road-world in the room in which the experiment takes place, as in the case of the AR Cube Hunter (see Figure 8 top pictures). The students can analyze the virtual world using the information about cars both on the screen and using spatial sound. The other parts of the world are only visually represented (houses, streets).

3.7.5 Use of the software. Upon the first use, the applications have to be installed on a smartphone which is compatible with ARCore. The smartphone can be positioned in the 3D-printed holder with a rubber band. As the support is designed to provide access to all buttons and plugs of the smartphone, it is easy to connect the audio-headset, and it can be plugged into an external battery while in use. AR Cube Hunter, VR#1 (street crossing) or VR#2 (traffic lights crossroad) is launched

List available here: https://developers.google.com/ar/discover/supported-devices
Table 1. Table of participants (students with visual impairments): characteristics of gender, age, description of level of vision and order of presentation for the virtual worlds VR#1 (street) and VR#2 (traffic light crossing).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Description of the level of vision</th>
<th>Order of presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Low vision</td>
<td>V#1 - V#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Low vision, tunnel vision with low acuity</td>
<td>V#1 - V#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Legally blind from birth, perceives some shapes</td>
<td>V#1 - V#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Blind from 3 years old</td>
<td>V#1 - V#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Low vision from birth</td>
<td>V#2 - V#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Blind from 5 years old</td>
<td>V#2 - V#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Low vision, 1.5/10 with correction from 13 years old</td>
<td>V#2 - V#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Early-blind</td>
<td>V#1 (no VR#2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Early-blind</td>
<td>V#1 - V#2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Low vision, only near vision</td>
<td>V#2 - V#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Low vision, 1/20 on the best eye from 6 years old</td>
<td>V#2 - V#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Early-blind with light perception</td>
<td>V#2 - V#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Low vision from birth, glare</td>
<td>V#1 - V#2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on the smartphone. The camera detects plane surfaces where the object (virtual cube, VR#1 or VR#2) can be instantiated by touching the screen (Figure 8, top). The object is located in the world at the location the user has designated on the screen, with the same orientation as the smartphone. The user moves in the virtual world or around the cube. The movement of the user in the real world is the same as that calculated in the virtual world. If the user walks one meter in the real world in a particular direction, he or she walks one meter in the same direction in the virtual street (Figure 10). The students can access, without vision, the direction of streets, the traffic, the spatial configuration, branches and sidewalks. The only spatial element that is inaccessible without vision is the position of the pedestrian crossing. Thus, as in a real street, tactile paving can be used to indicate the position of the pedestrian crossing, and is perceivable through the feet and with the white cane (Figure 3).

4 METHOD AND PARTICIPANTS

4.1 Participants

Our panel of participants comprised both professionals who work with PVI, and students with visual impairments. When not specified below, "participants" refers to "students with visual impairments", while we refer to the professionals from the specialized school mainly as "instructors/teachers". The member of the research team conducting the experiment is referred to as the "experimenter".

4.1.1 Instructors and Professionals. For all participatory design stages (observing use, generating ideas, prototyping and evaluation), we worked with 3 O&M instructors from IRSA, a specialized school for children and young adults with visual impairments. We were in contact with one orthoptist and three psychologists from the same specialized school. This helped us acquire feedback about potential problems with using screens or stereoscopic vision with PVI, as well as giving us insights into the use of VR for students with visual impairments.

The evaluation (i.e. the user study) was conducted as an O&M class. One of the O&M instructors actively conducted the O&M class with the student participating in the experiment. The questions in the O&M class were designed jointly between the experimenter and the instructors to be sure they corresponded to the teaching.
4.1.2 Visually impaired students. 13 students (5f, 8m) participated in the experiment. They were aged between 12 and 20 years (M=15, SD=2.4), 7 students were low vision and 6 were blind (2 with light perception, and 4 without light perception). 10 were right-handed, 2 left-handed and 1 ambidextrous. The gender, age, description of level of vision and order of presentation of the virtual worlds is presented in Table 1. The details are presented in Figure 11.

4.2 Protocol
The experimental protocol included 7 steps:

(1) **Introduction**: verification and collection of the consent and image forms sent in advance to the families for information and signature, presentation of the experiment and questionnaire about apprehension and comfort when crossing streets in real life

(2) **Familiarization**: familiarization with the manipulation of X-Road with the AR Cube Hunter application

(3) **Phase 1 - world 1**: first virtual world presented (counterbalanced between participants, VR#1 street or VR#2 traffic light road-crossing)

(4) **Phase 1 - world 2**: second virtual world presented (counterbalanced between participants, VR#2 traffic light road-crossing or VR#1 street)

(5) **Phase 2 - questionnaires about VR**: the questions are described in the following section

(6) **Phase 2 - personal questionnaire**: personal questions about age, school level or profession, vision level, audio analysis skills, passive echo-location skills, body positioning (straightened spine or coiled spine), experience with video games, experience with new technologies.

(7) **Phase 3 - VR goggles case study**: (optional depending on the time and the agreement of participants) presentation of the same virtual worlds with the cardboard goggles (stereoscopic vision, but no possible movement in space), and same evaluation questionnaires.

The questionnaires and tasks are described in the next section. In practice, the introduction and familiarization lasted 20 minutes in total, phase 1 lasted around 30 minutes (in general 15 minutes for each virtual world), phase 2 lasted around 20 minutes. This adds up to a duration of 1 hour.
10 minutes approximately. The optional phase 3 lasted in general 20 additional minutes, as the schedule of the experiment was calculated to last 1.5 hours per participant.

4.3 Observed Variables and Statistics

Our principal scientific objective is to evaluate a new VR system showing a virtual crossroad which is used by students with visual impairments in O&M classes. The associated research question is "It is possible to propose an inclusive VR system for training PVI, i.e. a system which is usable by blind, low-vision and sighted people?". We asked the students and teachers to conduct their regular O&M classes using X-Road. We present in detail the measures in the following sections.

4.3.1 Effectiveness: Task-specific assessment using realistic O&M tasks.

Principle: In order to assess the VR simulator, we asked the students to perform the same tasks with our simulator as the ones they usually perform in O&M classes outdoors. We evaluated the effectiveness of the system by asking the students to analyze the environment for the two virtual worlds.

Design: We wanted to answer the question "Can an audio-visual VR crossing simulator provide elements for analyzing the environment as in a classical O&M class?". The questions for analyzing the virtual worlds (described in the next paragraph) were designed in collaboration with the O&M instructors to correspond to classical O&M classes. They were the same for worlds VR#1 and VR#2 in order to avoid bias, and some questions depended on the student’s previous answers.

Activity: The instructors conducted an O&M class with the students, with VR#1 and VR#2. The two worlds were presented in counterbalanced order. During the class, the O&M instructors asked the students questions. Some questions required an analysis of the environment, while others were evaluated by performing activities. The students were free to move in the virtual world by moving in the physical world to reply to the questions. The list of questions was as follows:

- **OM1: Do you hear the cars?** This question allows us to verify that the virtual world is launched, the audio settings are working and the student recognizes the virtual cars.
- **OM2: In your opinion, is it a street or a crossroad?** Analysis question. It requires participants to obtain a spatial representation of the cars driving and to perceive if there are one or two axes.
- **OM3: If you think this is a crossroad, how many streets are crossing, in which configuration are they crossing and are there traffic lights?** Analysis questions. They require a precise spatial perception and understanding of the cars driving and perception of the number of axes, the angles of the axes and the traffic regulation mechanism. This question was asked only if the student replied "crossroad" to the previous question.
- **OM4: Are the vehicles driving one way or both ways?** Analysis question. It requires perception of the direction of most co-located audio sources moving along the same axis.
- **OM5: Where are the cars located relative to your position?** Analysis question. It requires situating the audio-source relatively to oneself.
- **OM6: Can you walk parallel to the traffic lane?** Action. It requires walking parallel to the virtual street. To achieve this, the student needs to situate the audio source movement relative to himself/herself (to feel the angle with the vehicle movement) and to update his/her perception while walking in order to remain parallel.
- **OM7: Can you initiate crossing the street?** Action. It requires crossing the virtual street without hitting a car. To achieve this, the student needs to perceive whether there is enough distance between cars when he/she wants to cross, in a two-way traffic situation. For VR#1 this is done by identifying no close car coming from the two sides, possibly by crossing
just after the last car in a lane when there are no cars for long enough in the second lane. For VR#2, the student needs to count the time for each traffic light status, and to start to walk when the cars in the parallel lane start moving. The student needs to have a good representation of the virtual space: identify where to cross, identify the orientation for crossing (cross perpendicularly to the road to make it shorter) and identify when the street is actually crossed and when he/she is on the opposite sidewalk (the student can use their remaining visual capacities and their position relative to the cars in one or two directions, as all the cars from the same road are on the same side once they have crossed). The instructors verify that there are no virtual cars and that the student has actually completely crossed the street.

**Assessment:** The O&M instructors evaluated the students during the activity by assigning a score to each question using the following rating system: For each question we considered three cases for evaluation: (1) the student was not able to answer the question correctly (success rate of 0%), (2) the student needed some time to answer the question correctly or temporarily gave a wrong answer before correcting it (success rate of 50%), (3) the student immediately answered the question correctly (success rate of 100%). The score was then between 0 and 100% for each of the 7 questions.

### 4.3.2 Presence and Immersion: assessing immersion and the realism of the VR system.

**Principle:** We wanted to assess how participants perceived the proposed VR. Two key elements of the presence experience in VR identified are immersion and realism of the virtual environment.

**Design:** We used a 7-point Likert scale questionnaire adapted to PVI, as presented by Zhao et al. [77]. These authors based this questionnaire on an existing questionnaire [63] and adapted it to assess the perceived immersion and realism of VR systems among people with visual impairments. We translated the questionnaire into French.

**Activity:** In Phase 2, we asked the student to answer this questionnaire [77]. The questions are identified by the dimension they refer to, with G for "general sense of being there", SP for spatial presence, INV for involvement, REAL for experienced realism:

- **G:** In the VR world I had a sense of "being there" (1 "I fully disagree", 7 "I fully agree").
- **SP1:** Somehow I felt that the virtual world surrounded me (1 "I fully disagree", 7 "I fully agree").
- **SP2:** I felt present in the virtual space (1 "I fully disagree", 7 "I fully agree").
- **INV:** I was completely captivated by the virtual world (1 "I fully disagree", 7 "I fully agree").
- **REAL1:** How real did the virtual world seem to you (1 "not real at all", 7 "completely real")?
- **REAL2:** How much did your experience in the virtual environment seem consistent with your real-world experience (1 "not consistent at all", 7 "very consistent")?
- **REAL3:** How real did the virtual world seem to you (1 "about as real as the imagined world", 7 "indistinguishable from the real world")?
- **REAL4:** The virtual world seemed more realistic than the real world (1 "I fully disagree", 7 "I totally agree").

The questions were asked by the same experimenter for all participants. The O&M instructors were the same as those present during the O&M activities of phase 1.

**Assessment:** As proposed by Zhao et al. [77], we evaluated immersion and presence in VR by assigning a quantitative score to a subjective evaluation with a 7-point Likert scale.

### 4.3.3 Satisfaction: assessing the usability of the system (interest, comfort, re-use).

**Principle:** We wanted to assess the use of the system and the way participants interacted with the hardware, the application and the virtual environment. More specifically, we were interested in
its usability in a classroom setting. Moreover, we wanted to evaluate satisfaction with regard to the VR environment (independently of the hardware).

**Design:** We identified the following points for the acceptability of the system and the VR environment: interest (in the sense of "appeal"), comfort, possibility of re-use. We used a subjective measurement through questionnaires as this concerns the users’ perception of the acceptability of the system. We wanted to assess whether the system appeared interesting to the students. In particular, the presented VR environment might be rated as "not good enough" for now in terms of realism, immersion or usability by the students, but the idea of using it could remain interesting to them. Conversely, the VR environment could be rated highly in terms of realism, immersion or usability by the students although they show little interest in using it. We assessed the comfort of the hardware when used during an entire O&M class. We also wanted to assess whether users were ready to re-use this system, as the classroom setting involves a repetition of activities.

**Activity:** We evaluated acceptability for the students by asking questions after the activity:

- **on interest**
  - Do you see the value of using this system in O&M classes?
  - Do you see the value of using this system in other contexts?
  - Do you see the value of using this system in video games?
- **on comfort**
  - Have you found this device comfortable (including physical fatigue, e.g. holding it)?
  - Have you found this system easy to use?
  - Have you found this system tiring to use (including workload and fatigue of eyes)?
- **on possible re-use of the system**
  - Would you like inclusive VR and AR to become more widespread?
  - Would you be interested in re-using similar systems?

The questions were asked by the same experimenter for all participants. The same O&M instructors as in phase 1 and 2 were present.

**Assessment:** We evaluated the answers to the questions by assigning a score on a 7-point Likert scale. For all questions the participants were asked to give a rating from 1 "I totally disagree" to 7 "I totally agree".

4.3.4 Satisfaction: assessing whether the system is compatible with O&M classes from the instructors’ point of view.

**Principle:** Besides acceptance by the students, we wanted to assess the acceptance of the system by the instructors. Indeed, students and instructors may have different opinions about the usability of a system and it is important to satisfy both. For instance, a student might enjoy the entertainment value of X-Road, while an instructor might have a preference for more serious training.

**Design:** We assessed three different elements. First, the instructors’ appreciation of the system. Second, their comparison of this system with a classical O&M class in the real world, and the advantages or disadvantages of our system. Third, feedback on each student’s appreciation of the system, as the instructors know to what extent the students like O&M tasks in classical settings.

We identified a possible bias of "fantasy about the technology" that may lead the instructors to rate the perspectives of the system or an imaginary representation of VR rather than the current system. In particular, the instructors might rate an imaginary future or improved version of X-Road after new apps and features are offered. This could also lead to a strong confirmation bias during the rating of the system by the instructors, who might highlight or minimize the students’ success with the system. We asked the instructors to answer the question for each student individually.
Activity: Immediately after each participant’s session the instructors answered a questionnaire and were asked to answer only for the case “of the current participant” and “after this session specifically”, to limit evaluation bias on an imaginary use of VR as well as confirmation bias. The questions were as follows:

- possible use in O&M classes
  - Do you think this system is usable in O&M classes, for instance considering time constraints and integration with classical practices?
  - Do you think you can use this system alone and autonomously in O&M classes?
  - Do you think the student has enjoyed using this system in an O&M class?
- added value in O&M classes
  - Do you think this system is complementary with classical O&M classes?
  - Do you think this system presents advantages compared to traditional resources used in O&M classes?
  - Do you think the student can benefit from the new functionalities made possible by Virtual Reality?
- downsides of the system
  - Do you think this system is not complementary with classical O&M classes and does not add anything new?
  - Do you think this system presents downsides compared to traditional resources used in O&M classes?
  - Do you think the student may have difficulties using Virtual Reality?

Finally, the instructors were asked to provide any other remarks.

The questions were printed on paper and given to the instructors once the student had finished the experiment. They were (yes/no) questions with free space to provide more details. This method was chosen in order to prevent the instructors from being influenced in their answers. It also enabled clear answers (yes or no) but with qualitative explanations.

Assessment: We evaluated the answers to the questions by assigning a score to them: yes (success rate of 1), or no (success rate of 0).

4.3.5 Case-study: assessing possible effects of VR goggles on PVI.

Principle: As the use of VR by PVI is a relatively new field, there is not much knowledge about the usability of VR goggles and stereoscopic vision. Therefore, we wanted to obtain insights into the possible effects of VR goggles (in particular with stereoscopic devices close to the eyes).

Design: For this part of the case-study, we first evaluated the effects on vision. We compared with the problems using screens mentioned by the O&M instructors and orthoptists: diplopia (i.e. double vision) inducing fatigue of the eyes, headaches and blurred vision; and glare inducing discomfort, pain or impossibility of using the visual information on the screen. We also wanted to verify the effect of wearing VR goggles on the body positioning, e.g. the spine.

For that purpose, we decided to compare these effects when the participant used the two devices (X-Road with a smartphone, and the VR goggles) when "visiting” the same virtual world. This is possible, as Unity can be used to compile VR#1 and VR#2 as a Google Cardboard application on the same smartphone as that used in the X-Road prototype. Thus, conditions are comparable the screen, audio-feedback, computational power and weight of the smartphone are identical. The main difference concerns movement in space. Using the VR goggles application with the cardboard system, it is not possible to move in the virtual world as in the real world. The classical mechanism to move in the cardboard application is teleportation, and as discussed earlier this is not applicable.
to PVI. There is also a skybox in these apps, which in Unity is a cube wrapping around the virtual scene, typically a sky, representing the horizon in all directions. The 6 faces of the skybox cube have textures (for instance pictures of the sky with clouds) which are visible on the screen when there is no object hiding them. In X-Road one can see the physical environment at the same time as the visual, as there is no "virtual sky". Finally, the VR goggles were always presented at the end of the experiment, so the presentation was never counterbalanced.

**Activity:** students were optionally invited to visit the same virtual worlds VR#1 and VR#2 with the Google Cardboard system. Some students had time limitations due to transport that had been organized, and therefore some of them were not able to test the prototype or to answer all the questionnaires as described below.

We asked the students to recognize the virtual space they were visiting, i.e. VR#1 or VR#2, and asked them questions about effectiveness. As movement in space was not possible, we did not invite them to cross the street, but to position themselves with the right orientation for crossing.

When possible, we asked the previous questions about satisfaction (interest, comfort and re-use). Then we asked the participants which system they preferred and why.

We finished with the questionnaire on presence in VR. We did this questionnaire at the end because we wanted to know more about interest, comfort, re-use and preferences than about presence in the same virtual world, in case there was not enough time to answer both.

**Assessment:** We evaluated the answers to the questions by assigning a 7-point Likert scale to them. For all questions the participants were asked to answer from 1 "very bad" to 7 "very good".

5 RESULTS


5.1.1 Overview of performances. As described above, participants were asked to perform O&M tasks by replying to a series of questions (OM1 to OM7). All participants were able to identify and hear the cars in the two virtual worlds (OM1). No student failed entirely. Out of the 13 participants, some needed more time or gave a wrong answer before eventually changing to a correct answer: 0 participants (questions OM1 and OM6 in VR#1 and VR#2), 1 participant (OM4 in VR#1 and VR#2, OM5 and OM7 in VR#1, and OM3 "Question: which configuration?" in VR#2), 2 participants (OM2 in VR#1 and VR#2, and OM5 and OM3 "Question: how many streets?" in VR#2) or 3 participants (OM7 and OM3 "Question: traffic lights?" in VR#2). The average success in the tasks, as shown in Figure 12, ranges from 82% to 100%.

5.1.2 Performances in VR#1. One student became bored of the O&M tasks after testing only VR#1 and asked to stop the experiment. We decided to keep the results for VR#1 even though this student was not included in the VR#2 result. The reason for not excluding this participant from the analysis was to avoid keeping only the participants that enjoy O&M classes.

In the virtual street world VR#1, all participants were able to walk parallel to the street (OM6). This is surprising given that not all were able to respond immediately to the question "Where are the cars relatively to you?" (OM5). We identified two reasons for this. The first one is that the question of positioning the cars was asked and answered before walking parallel to the street. Second, the discrimination of front and back using spatial sound is not easy, as the perceived sound is the same in terms of intensity, latency, and left/right balance [76]. However, to walk parallel, the students kept the sound on their left or right ear, which avoids such audio artifacts.

For the question "It is a street or a crossroad?" (OM2), some students first said a crossroad, and corrected it to street after being asked "How many streets are crossing?" (OM3), as they could only identify one street. A participant also confused a mower in the real world with a car in the VE.
Fig. 12. Effectiveness of performing O&M tasks: success rate for the questions and tasks on average across the students (n=13) for each question. Grey part (left-half of the graphic): values from 0 to 50% on average, i.e. failure or delay in response. White part (right-half of the graphic): values from 50 to 100% on average.

For the question "Are the cars circulating one way or both ways?" (OM4), students temporarily made errors when there currently were no cars circulating in one of the lanes, i.e. when the sound was identical to a one-way road. As explained above, VR#1 uses a random generation of time without cars for each lane in order to make the right moment for crossing unpredictable.

All students crossed the street at the right time at least once. However, some students crossed but "hit" a virtual car at the end of the crossing. They identified the time without cars but underestimated the crossing time, so the time was not long enough even in a break without cars. Some students said that in real life, the driver of the car would have stopped since he/she would have seen somebody crossing.

5.1.3 Performances in VR#2. For VR#2, we had 12 participants, since one student dropped out as explained above. VR#2 is a traffic light crossing with 2 streets crossing perpendicularly. Due to the traffic light, there is only one street with cars moving at once. For this reason, some students confused the setting with a street initially, but changed when they heard the change of sound as the cars on the second street started moving. For the question "How many streets are crossing?" and "In which configuration?" (OM3), the correct answers were 4 branches in a cross configuration.

In a real-world setting cars would also turn left or right at the crossing. However, in our VR world the cars came from only 2 branches out of four at the same time (for instance from south and west) and only went in one direction (south to north, west to east). No car came from east to north or south, no car from south to east or west, etc. The students needed some time to identify precisely how the cars from the two "source" branches continued along two different branches, in particular when they were not driving at the same time.

For the question "are there traffic lights?" (OM3), there were two strategies depending on vision level. For the blind students, the first O&M strategy was to count seconds to verify whether the changes in lane driving were regular or not. Some students needed some time to figure this out. One other O&M strategy was to use an audio model of the car, as learned in O&M classes: massive engine sounds are emitted when a light becomes green. As in other studies [78], low-vision students...
tended to use their remaining vision. They first put forward a hypothesis about the traffic light when they saw the cars alternating, then they looked for elements to confirm it, in particular the traffic light color. Without this confirmation, they concluded that there was no traffic light.

This strategy by low-vision people was also observable with the question "are the cars circulating one way or both ways?" (OM4). They saw two lanes but only cars circulating in one direction. They observed that there was no "prohibited direction" sign in the virtual world. Thus, the low-vision students first concluded that this was a two-way street. When they observed for longer they noticed that no car ever came from the other direction. For all students (low vision and blind), the rare circulation configuration of traffic lights with only two lanes instead of three or four led to longer search times. The same audio-related factors as in VR#1 led to temporary errors in answer to the question "Where are the cars relatively to you?" (OM5). Moreover, as in #VR2, there were two perpendicular streets with cars to position, so this effect may always have concerned one of the streets (as one street may always be facing the student’s front or back).

5.1.4 Instructors’ observations. The instructors confirmed that the behavior using X-Road was similar to that in real situations. In particular, the errors reflected the errors made in real O&M classes. For example, the instructors explained that there is a common error when PVI cross a traffic light crossing which also occured in #VR2. Indeed, without vision it is not natural to cross a street when the cars start in the parallel street (which means that this is the right moment to cross).

Unlike in real O&M classes, VR allowed the instructors to let the students finish their actions and experience the consequence of them. For instance, in understanding traffic light road crossing mechanisms, VR allowed the students to cross and check if there had been a collision with a car. This helped participants to understand why the crossing has to be initiated when the parallel cars start to drive (i.e. when the traffic light just switched). Some students used VR to observe the crossing from the middle of the street, which is not possible in real situations. The instructors argued that this opportunity for trial and error enhances the spatial representations of the students.

5.2 Strategies to improve spatial understanding
We observed that students employed different strategies to improve their understanding of space. Some students applied a perception extension using the smartphone. Instead of making the same movement of the head and the smartphone to get consistent feedback, some students moved the
smartphone only and were then able to position the virtual feedback in the world depending on the hand movement.

One student had trouble locating himself in the crossroad. He used a magnet board (Figure 13) to locate the cars and lanes, as in classical O&M classes. The idea is to position magnets to represent the branches of the streets and thus construct a map. The student can then point on the map where he thinks he is located and the teacher corrects him if needed. Using this, he was able to analyze and understand the crossing.

5.3 Assessing immersion and the realism of the VR system.

5.3.1 Results. The students rated X-Road as immersive and comfortable, and neither realistic or unrealistic. The realism average values are comparable to [77]. The results are presented in detail in Figure 15. Regarding the global picture, the students were in general captivated by the virtual world (Mean = 6, SD = 1.42 on a 7-point Likert scale), found the system easy to use (Mean = 6.15 SD = 0.78) and would be interested in re-using a similar system (Mean = 6.31, SD = 0.96). The virtual world is not perceived as more real than the physical world (Mean = 1.23, SD = 0.56). The mean score for distinguishing the real world from the virtual world is slightly negative (Mean = 3.62 and SD = 1.92), and the consistency experienced in the virtual world compared to the real world is slightly positive (Mean = 4.54, SD = 1.76). Students felt present in the virtual space (Mean = 5, SD = 1.92) and felt the virtual environment surrounding them (Mean = 5, SD = 1.82). However, the students found the standardized questionnaire strange and redundant, and the vocabulary unclear.

5.3.2 Instructors’ observations. The instructors noticed that the students were forgetting the real world due to a lack of attention or perception of the real world. Indeed, students had to be stopped before running into the walls or obstacles as they were focusing too much on the virtual world or not perceiving the real world due to the headset. The instructors also noticed some events that were positively experienced by the students. For instance, collisions with cars were not traumatic experiences. The students also tolerated bugs such as flying cars when the camera lost the scene,
Fig. 15. Results of the VR Immersion and Presence Questionnaire, depending on presentation order (left) and vision (right).

as the system is not too realistic and not as immersive as VR goggles. In particular, a car drove through a second car as if there was no object at all at this position. A low-vision student saw this bug in X-Road and pointed it out to the instructors as a funny experience.

5.4 Satisfaction: assessing the usability of the system (interest, comfort, re-use).

5.4.1 Results. As can be seen in Figure 14, X-Road was rated as comfortable (Mean = 5.08 out of 7). However, participants also mentioned a few shortcomings. Three participants said that the synthetic engine sound was not pleasant, and hearing the same sound during the whole simulation was not very comfortable. Two participants reported fatigue in the arms while holding the device in their hands (top-left configuration in Figure 5). One student stated that he or she sometimes accidentally covered the camera with his/her finger, so the position of the virtual world in the environment was lost. One participant estimated he/she would not use X-Road for more than 1.5 hours (he/she used it for one hour during the experiment), but did not specify the reason. Three students would prefer earphones instead of the headset, including one participant who really disapproved of the headset as he felt cut off "It obscures the ears, smaller earphones exist" (P8). Moreover, we noticed that when the students were wearing headphones, instructors sometimes needed to repeat questions or instructions as the students could not hear them properly. This is consistent with other studies with PVI, in which the safety of hearing the environment was a factor in the choice of smaller earphones, such as bone conducting headphones [9, 37]. Regarding the comfort of wearing X-Road on their head, one participant said that foam improves comfort (P12). One participant suggested extending the use of our system to guidance in the real world. However, X-Road would not be directly usable as an AR guidance system, as the visual window of the virtual world (the smartphone screen) is too small and participants’ hands have to be free to handle the white cane while walking. There was no need to plug in the X-Road smartphone or to connect it to an external battery during the day (9 hours of use including 4 hours 30 using the VR and AR applications with students ). Less than half of the battery was used at the end of the day.

5.4.2 Instructor’s observations. Instructors ran O&M classes with the students. Therefore, the situation in the virtual world needed to be collaboratively perceived by the students and the instructors. The instructors were able to observe the students’ use of the VR world when they were
Fig. 16. Evaluation of the usability of our system by the instructors for each student (n=13): Average results of the instructors’ questionnaire about the system.

holding the device in their hands by looking at the screen (see Figure 7). Thus, the instructors knew the situation of the student in the VR world, and could provide pedagogical feedback and corrections. However, when students were wearing the system on their head, this was not possible.

Another limitation of the current prototype is that for instantiating the world, only visual feedback exists (see Figure 8). Therefore the instantiation cannot be done by visually impaired people themselves.

5.5 Satisfaction: assessing whether the system is compatible with O&M classes from the instructors’ point of view.

According to the answers to the three first questions about the possible use of our system (Figure 16), and in particular its use in O&M classes, the instructors felt comfortable using our system in O&M classes. The main advantages identified by the instructors are the following:

- **Modeling and controlling the situations presented:** (1) X-Road provides the possibility to create scenarios with controlled complexity (ideal and not ideal situations) and dynamic events (for instance, a motorcycle overtaking when the user crosses a street because a car has stopped). This was explicitly mentioned by the instructors in the questionnaire answers for 6 of 13 participants, (2) X-Road could have a repository of situations (mentioned for 2 participants), (3) It could have a minimal situation for learning specific elements separately (3 participants), (4) X-Road could help to prepare a journey (1 participant).

- **Safe and stressless situations for the students:** (1) X-Road can provide safe and predictable environments and situations (2 participants). (2) It can allow students to test forbidden behaviors (2 participants). (3) It can reduce stress and help the student to better learn how to analyze a light crossing (3 participants).

- **Convenience of use and portability:** (1) X-Road can be used to train students on configurations without having to physically move from one place in the city to another (1 participant). (2) It is usable in case of bad weather or bad conditions (1 participant). (3) It could also be used in the context of presenting road safety and mobility for PVI to a larger public (1 participant).
• **Teaching and learning facilities:** (1) X-Road can help to explain the basics of audio analysis, orientation and crossing techniques in lighter settings (2 participants), and can be a way to test audio analysis skills as the skills in the VR system appear to be consistent with those used in real life (1 participant). (2) It is a modern approach for O&M classes, in particular for students with an interest in digital technologies (1 participant). (3) Feedback can be given by the system and not the instructors, so the student does not take it personally (1 participant), similarly to what has been found in previous studies [2, 70]. (4) X-Road can integrate play with challenges and test activities, offering engagement as in videogames (2 participants).

The O&M instructors also identified a number of possible problems:

- Excitement may lead to fatigue during use (1 participant)
- The real and virtual worlds may be confused (1 participant). This was mentioned because one student struggled to establish a clear difference between the virtual and real worlds, in particular with the standard VR goggles.
- The transposition of skills has yet to be verified in the real world. In this perspective, modeling typical crossroads may be more efficient than modeling particular existing ones (2 participants). Indeed, the idea is to teach students how to cross on one virtual crossing, with the aim of them being able to cross multiple real crossings with the same configuration as the virtual one. However, we have not investigated this question in our current study.
- The student may be too keen to play (1 participant), so the pedagogical interest is uncertain.
- The sound needs to be improved (3 participants) as the artificial engine sound is short and repetitive. Moreover, some participants reported that it sounds more like a plane than a car. Also, all cars have the same engine sound, and the transitions between the sounds for different engine statuses (starting, stopping, braking, acceleration, engine idling) are not smooth.
- The visual simulation might not be realistic enough (1 participant). One student who relies heavily on visual feedback felt that he/she learned nothing in the virtual world and focused on the differences with the real world (i.e. no driver stopping when he/she crosses). Moreover, the visual simulation should provide all visual clues used by PVI including different colors for the cars to differentiate them, signs (stop, one way, prohibited direction signs), traffic lights emitting colors, road markings and lane width.

5.6 **Role of visual feedback**

In daily life, the smartphone screen is widely used by all students participating in the experiment, and in general serves as a magnifying glass for people with residual vision. Some students with residual vision also used the screen as a magnifying glass in our study. More specifically, they looked very closely at the screen to observe distant elements not observable in reality. Considering the objective of developing spatial cognition, this is a positive aspect. As a perspective for our system, a student suggested using it to see distant exhibits in museums. Visual cues are used for environment analysis (e.g. looking at traffic signs to understand the configuration), and for situational analysis (e.g. looking at drivers' faces before deciding to initiate the crossing). During the experiment, the instructors asked the students "Do you see the car? What color is it? Do you see the pedestrian crossing?", and all low-vision students answered correctly.

The results on immersion and realism (see Figure 15) show that in our panel, the order of presentation of the virtual world has little effect on the results, while the level of vision has an impact on perceived realism. In particular for the question on consistency, VR was rated lower by students with low vision. This might be related to the above mentioned lack of visual realism of the VE. First, all low-vision participants mentioned that all cars had the same color, while none of the
sighted users noticed this. The low-vision students use visual differences between similar elements to identify and "separate" them visually. This remark was made in the first few minutes of use, when they identified the two traffic lanes. Some participants temporarily gave wrong answers when they used only visual feedback. This includes using the width of the road to conclude that there are two lanes (which is true), and inferring that it is a two-way road (which is false) because they found no one-way sign. Low-vision participants explicitly said they observed the painted white markings on the road to identify traffic patterns. They also looked for brighter light signals to infer traffic lights. All low-vision participants commented that there were no drivers in the cars, while none of the sighted users noticed this. They were looking at the drivers at the pedestrian crossing. In the real world, establishing eye-contact allows pedestrians to know that they can cross safely.

Using our system, participants with low vision could have an awareness about the real world in parallel to the virtual world. Nonetheless, most of the low-vision users held the screen very close to their eyes, limiting real-world perception. One can imagine that seeing the real world could be helpful for O&M activities, for instance for orienting oneself parallel to a street. But seeing the real world does not help to understand the position and orientation of the virtual world, to analyze the elements inside it (street and crossing configuration), or to decide when to cross. The instructors also positioned the virtual world in order not to be parallel nor perpendicular to the windows. The impact of seeing the real world is limited overall, and only for low-vision students. We additionally checked participants’ attention to the real world with the immersion measures, which are high. Finally, the instructors had to stop the students several times to prevent them from hitting walls, doors and furniture. This suggests that they paid little attention to the real world.

Visual feedback was used by the instructors to find out more about the situation, in particular about the traffic (see Figure 7). For students with low vision, the instructors took this opportunity to hide the screen, so the students needed to rely only on audio feedback for crossing the street. The instructors said that "by night, they should be able to cross the street only with audio feedback".

5.7 Case-study: VR Goggles

Out of the 13 participants, 9 voluntarily tested #VR1 and #VR2 with 3D VR goggles after the experiment with our X-Road prototype. The students mostly preferred the goggles (5 out of 9) to X-Road (3 out of 9), and 1 participant liked both. However, they generally rated the goggles as less usable in O&M classes and in video games. For these nine students, the average interest for
O&M classes was 4.89 (SD=1.73) for X-Road, and 2.67 for the VR goggles (SD=1.63) on a 7-point Likert scale. The average interest for video games was 6.13 for X-Road (SD=1.04), and 4.13 for the VR goggles (SD=2.38). The students explained that the sensation of being immersed was stronger with the goggles, but they think the ability to move using X-Road (but not the goggles) is very important for O&M classes and video games. Use in other contexts is rated better for the VR goggles (M=3.5, SD=2.34) than for X-Road (M=2.67, SD=2.12). Ideas for other contexts included virtual visits of unknown spaces. The participants’ feedback suggests that the VR goggles are preferred, in particular by students with low vision because they offer the impression of really being there, even if the current implementation of the VR goggles did not allow them to navigate in the virtual world. According to the participants’ explanations and the interest and preferences rating, we infer that immersion strongly influences preferences, while movement is a key feature for providing more interactivity. As mentioned above, instructors also underlined that a system which is not too immersive might be advantageous as it allows communication between students and teachers, and it avoids exposure of students to stressful situations.

6 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Through the iterative design process, we were able to gather feedback about different versions of the X-Road prototype. Here we provide design recommendations based on these experiences.

6.1 Audio feedback

**Basic audio features are sufficient for creating accessible VR for PVI.** In our X-Road prototype, we decided to use the basic audio features available on the Unity video-game engine. Nonetheless, the VR appeared to be usable by PVI for learning spatial configurations. We therefore suggest that even low-fidelity audio can be sufficient to create O&M training simulations.

**Provide various types of feedback for similar objects.** From the users’ feedback, it appears important that cars and vehicles have differentiated engine sounds as in real life. The sound of a particular car can then be identified and followed when it approaches.

**Implement a system so that the user can move to avoid audio artifacts and to help locate elements in space.** Walking and moving physically in space may help to spatialize the environment. This is particularly true for the discrimination of sound from the front or back. Spatial audio feedback from an object in front is the same as for an object behind a person (front-back reversals). We observed that street localization at a stationary position in the environment avoids ambiguity as long as the user moves his/her head or knows the relative position of the audio source in the world.

**Set a sufficiently long audible distance of the sound.** During pretests, instructors indicated that the sound of cars should be audible from far away (200m), so that the student can align with the cars’ trajectories.

**Ensure the Doppler effect is handled dynamically.** According to the instructors, it is also necessary to implement the Doppler effect. This makes it possible to tell the difference between moving objects and static objects with audio sources in the simulation. The Doppler effect can be automatically calculated in the basic audio features of Unity from an audio source file.

**Use mono sound source to ensure interactive computing of audio sources.** When users move in VR, they need dynamic feedback: 3D sound depends on the user’s position and head movement. To compute the audio effects (interactive stereo, 3D sound, Doppler effect) in real time, Unity uses mono files as audio sources. As described previously, binaural and ambisonic records are not appropriate as they are only consistent in one head position. However, the sound in VR has to be computed whatever the position of the user’s head and movement are.
6.2 Visual feedback

Provide a realistic visual simulation for low-vision users. Interestingly, users with low vision noticed errors in the visual representation and proved to be very sensitive to visual clues. This is in line with previous studies [78]. Inconsistency in terms of signs (for instance the absence of prohibited direction signs in one-way driving situations) were immediately detected. Moreover, low-vision participants also commented that the cars had no drivers, as in real life they are highly reliant on driver behavior clues to cross the street. To conclude, we suggest that a VR world has to be well modelled in terms of visual details and behavior if the VR is to be used by people with low vision.

Provide various types of feedback for similar objects in order to increase realism. All low-vision users noticed that all the cars were the same color. None of the sighted people noticed this.

6.3 Usability, Pedagogy, Immersion and Preferred System.

Keep the system captivating but not too immersive. In the context of O&M training, it can make sense for a VR system not to be too immersive. One advantage is that trial-and-error situations are not too stressful (such as hitting virtual cars). Moreover, communication with the O&M instructor can be maintained more easily.

Allow users to easily switch visual feedback on and off. In a teaching context, it may make sense to switch visual feedback on and off as required. Indeed, low-vision students may rely heavily on vision. But in real life, they may find themselves in situations where they cannot rely on vision (e.g. by night). Switching visual feedback on and off allows users to simulate a situation where vision is unusable.

7 DISCUSSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

7.1 Technical issues

Our current system is a first exploration of inclusive VR for O&M training and has some technical limitations. Movement in the world as detected by ARCore relies on movements seen by the camera. If the camera is covered for more than 2 seconds, if it is too close to a unicolored surface (no optical capture of the movement), or if there are too many successive and rapid movements, the virtual object may disappear. This can be resolved by physically moving back to the approximate place where the application started so the system can locate the virtual object again. It is also possible to simply stop the application and start it over before instantiating a new virtual object at the same position with the same orientation.

Another issue with image recognition occurred during a cloudy day. The room was symmetric and the two sides of the room had identical lighting conditions. Consequently, the system flipped the virtual world as if it was on the other side of the room. We oriented the camera in the direction of a non-symmetric element of the room to make the virtual world come back to its correct orientation.

7.2 Augmented and Virtual Reality as Training Devices

We noticed that active learning may be helpful to understand virtual feedback. For instance, some students said that they did not understand where the cars were. But when asked “Tell me when a car is close to you. Where is it?”, they were able to answer. Similarly, AR Cube Hunter proved to be helpful for understanding the position of objects in space based on audio cues, and could be used to teach generic audio-spatial concepts. Indeed, some students struggled to understand why the sound was louder in one ear than the other. When the virtual object was embodied by a physical
object or person (Figure 9) around which they moved, they understood the cube’s position relative to their own position (“I hear it louder in my left ear, when the cube is to my left”).

Finally, VR provided the opportunity to do forbidden things, such as walking on the line between two lanes and stopping in the middle of a crossing. While it is dangerous or impossible to do this in real life, in VR this was useful for some students to understand the logic of the traffic light crossings.

7.3 VR, Realism, Immersion and Pedagogy

This work demonstrates that VR can be accessible and usable even though sound is not perfectly realistic. A parallel can be drawn with the visual feedback in existing VR systems. Sighted people can deal with non-realistic and/or low-resolution visual feedback, in the same way that PVI can deal with low-fidelity audio.

Contrary to our initial idea and based on the instructors’ feedback, we think that the system should not be too immersive. VR goggles were rated as more immersive than X-Road by the students. However, students were more easily able to take a step back with X-Road. The connection with the instructor is more natural using X-Road, while when participants are wearing goggles the instructor’s questions come from outside the world. Moreover, we believe that more realistic and immersive solutions would exacerbate fear in stressful situations, for instance in a situation with heavy traffic.

Regarding the results of the questionnaires for the instructors (Figure 16), the system was rated as usable with some possible improvements. We tried different solutions for improving the sharing of the screen with the instructors. These required an additional computer and manual settings (WLAN network), or an internet connection (ARCore Cloud Anchor). We observed that these solutions were too complex for autonomous use by the teachers, and that the internet connection in the school was not good enough. However, from the feedback from the instructors we learned that it would still be important to have a shared point of view. A solution could be to broadcast the virtual world, or to depict the teacher in the VE, e.g. using an avatar.

Finally, instructors believe that VR supports the development of transferable skills, i.e. skills not associated with a particular crossing. However, we have not evaluated the transfer to the real world of skills acquired during VR use.

7.4 3D Model as Inclusive Support

We have seen in the “Related Work” section how spatial representations are amodal and can be similar for people with and without visual impairments. A parallel can be drawn with VR, as it aims to represent environments with 3D representations: the equivalent of the spatial representation is a 3D Mesh, the visual feedback is the colored texture, the audio source emits sound, the normal map is the tactile texture, etc. The simulation of the virtual world, including physics and dynamics, is included in the game engine. While in most VR applications the feedback generated is mainly created for vision, the 3D models for VR can act as an amodal support to provide appropriate and inclusive feedback to the user using vision, audition, and haptics.

7.5 VR culture, AR culture and Inclusion

AR and VR are today mainstream for sighted people. However, PVI are largely excluded from them. Even for low-vision people with remaining visual capacities, these technologies are rarely accessible. We observed that students consequently had misconceptions about how these technologies work. For instance, one student asked if he would still be physically in the room when he was visiting the virtual world. During the use of the familiarization application (AR Cube Hunter), the students asked “Why can I hear the cube but not touch it?”, “Why can I only see the cube on the screen and
not in the room?”. Our system allows instructors to explain and experience these concepts, so that the students understand them better.

Moreover, it is sometimes difficult for blind students to understand the utility of having a wearable device. For instance, one student asked “Why are you not filming the room, detecting me and sending the appropriate audio feedback?”. Our inclusive system raises some questions for blind people, such as why there is visual feedback. This shows that a common representation of feedback for sighted people and PVI is not so easily achievable.

As AR and VR are today mainstream, with games such as Pokemon Go, the fact that PVI experience and understand them can improve their integration. AR and VR are currently used extensively for entertainment by sighted people. The students were interested in VR video games, and we intend to investigate this in our future work. On the other hand, the positive results from our study and the enthusiasm of the participants may partly be due to the novelty effect, and long-term use may lead to a drop in interest.

7.6 Perspectives for improvements

Despite a low-fidelity audio rendering, X-Road appeared to be usable by PVI for O&M training. However, by using the Resonance Audio Unity package,\textsuperscript{15} it would be possible to create more precise sound rendering than the one offered by default features. One major improvement would be to implement smooth audio transitions between the statuses of the same object. As described above, when there was a change in behavior of the car (driving, braking, accelerating, stopping and starting), it was very complicated to make smooth sound transitions. Thus, participants explained that they first thought that cars popped up out of nowhere because the audio file was changing. For students with low vision, this is a less serious problem as vision allows them to see that the cars do not appear or disappear. Transition functions exist in Unity with animation through interpolation, while this is not the case for sound. We think that it would be necessary to provide such functions. Implementing rear and front audio differences is also a perspective for improvement. The instructors noticed that there is almost no difference between the rear and front sounds, as mentioned above. One technical solution would be to model this more realistically using a Head Related Transfer Function which models the specific sound reception signature related to an individual’s body.

For more collaborative use (with O&M instructors and other students), we suggest that it would be necessary to broadcast the student’s screen or to share the virtual world. We envision implementing this feature in our future work using ARCore Cloud. In order to make the application autonomously usable by people with visual impairments another type of feedback than visual only would need to be provided for the start of the application.

7.7 Making X-Road accessible to the general public

X-Road is implemented as a smartphone application using mainstream devices to make it accessible to a large proportion of the population. However, for legal and intellectual property reasons in France, we cannot share the application directly. We are currently working on writing a tutorial to allow a broader audience to create their own street simulator applications. A tutorial for creating the AR Cube Hunter application is already available online\textsuperscript{16}.

In our study the participants nearly collided with walls and objects when they were moving around and paying close attention to virtual objects. As for any VR or AR system, we recommend that all users should be careful when using the system, and encourage them to use it in collaboration with another person for greater safety.

\textsuperscript{15}https://resonance-audio.github.io/resonance-audio/

\textsuperscript{16}https://sites.google.com/ensc.fr/laurenthevin/scientific-mediation/accessible-treasure-hunting
8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose X-Road, an accessible VR application using mainstream hardware: a smartphone, the videogame engine Unity with ARCore, and headphones. This application presents two VR worlds, a street crossing and a traffic light crossing, to be used in O&M training for people with visual impairments. It allows users to move in space, at a scale 1:1, without any external materials or settings, thus making it usable in any space. This low-cost and mainstream system was evaluated as usable by 13 blind and low-vision students and 3 O&M instructors in O&M classes. The students successfully analyzed a 3D world, performed O&M tasks and learned by trial and error. The O&M instructors felt capable of using the VR application and system autonomously as it is a smartphone application, i.e. it is installed on a familiar device. Finally, based on the results of this experience, we present design recommendations for inclusive VR systems, such as providing realistic visual clues for low-vision people.

Future work will offer a better understanding of inclusive VR for PVI. While low-fidelity audio proved to be sufficient to create a usable and accessible VE for O&M training, there is still a lot of room for improvement in terms of the audio quality of X-Road, for instance the use of mainstream tools like the Unity Resonance audio package.
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A APPENDIX: DETAILED ITERATIVE PROCESS

A.0.1 #0 January 2018 - March 2018: initial demand, modeling and programming the first virtual street. In January 2018, 3 O&M instructors (the project initiator and 2 colleagues) from IRSA Alfred Peyrelongue, a school near Bordeaux for students with visual impairments, asked us about the possibility of creating a VR crossing simulator for O&M classes. With the instructors we defined several elements which would be relevant in the virtual world. The first environment to be created was defined as a street with a pedestrian crossing but without any traffic lights.

Based on these steps, we then designed a virtual street as a basis of our future simulator with Unity. This version was implemented as a computer video game. As previously described, the Unity framework allows versatile code, and this was compatible for later use with HTC Vive or other VR displays. Moreover, we tested various features: (1) providing different weather conditions (sun or rain), (2) modifying the hour of the day or night with light and shadow modifications, (3) controlling the number of virtual pedestrians autonomously walking on the virtual street, (4) dealing with collisions between the user/player and the virtual vehicles, with virtual pedestrians and with a type of floor ensuring that the audio feedback was adapted.

A.0.2 #1 April 2018: HTC Vive virtual world in 4m*5m tracked space. We adapted the above street model to be executable with HTC Vive VR goggles.\footnote{https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-virtual-reality-system/} This system works with a headset, two hand controllers and external base-stations for tracking the orientations and positions of the headset and the controllers in the play area. The main software change was an adaptation of the user interface from mouse and keyboard to HTC Vive. The tracked space was limited (typically from 3m*3m to 6m*6m), and relatively easy to set up through a tutorial. We transcribed movement in the real world to movement in the virtual world on a 1:1 scale. For instance, the user moved one meter in one specific direction in the virtual world if he or she did so in the tracked area of the HTC Vive.

For this first step, in collaboration with the instructors, we decided to continue working on the prototype with the simulation in sunny weather (no rain), during the daytime, and without virtual pedestrians in order to avoid a heavy workload and to keep users within a comfortable training situation. Indeed, for the proof of concept and for this first future experiment, the O&M instructors decided to work further on scenarios which are accessible to a large number of students. This choice was made bearing in mind that a limited number of scenarios would be implemented and that these scenarios would be tested in O&M classes with students who were not selected based on their O&M level.

One of the O&M instructors tested this HTC Vive prototype and this virtual environment. The instructor validated the VR street with the pedestrian crossing as suitable for simulation in O&M scenarios. However, one result of this step was the fact that a technical and specific system like HTC Vive was not suitable for O&M classes, according to the feedback from the O&M instructors. First, the cost would be too high (600 euros / dollars for the HTC Vive, more than 1000 euros / dollars for the HTC Vive pro starter kit) for just one specific use. Next, the system would have to be installed at a certain height, in particular the two sensors defining the tracked space. Moreover, the instructors did not feel confident that they could deal with such a technical system alone, in particular in the event of bugs or crashes.

In terms of use, along with the instructors we decided that the 4m*5m tracked area was too small for a street crossing. Moreover, in this version the virtual cars were audible from 0 meter (very loud) to 50 meters (no longer audible). The O&M instructors pointed out that while the car sound should be much louder closer to the user, it was also necessary to hear the cars from far away (around 200m) in order for users to be able to align themselves with the direction of the traffic flow.
Based on the findings in this step, in the next iteration we decided to explore how to design a portable version without external sensors.

A.0.3 #2 Beginning of May 2018: Cardboard with various movement features in VR. We adapted the simulation to be compatible with the Google VR Cardboard system running on a smartphone with an integrated pedometer (smartphone OnePlus 5 A5000 128GB, 8GB RAM). The Cardboard VR platform allows the creation of smartphone apps which are portable on Android and iOS. Cardboard computes the smartphone’s position from the smartphone’s internal sensors. The smartphone’s coordinates in a VR headset correspond to the position and orientation of the head of the user, and are used to display the virtual world. The screen is split to render two images for stereoscopic vision. The Cardboard headsets (starting at around 10 euros) are affordable and consist of boxes with lenses to hold the smartphone so the two slightly different images for stereoscopic rendering are each visible to one eye only. The main goal of this step was to develop a portable solution, without any electronic devices or sensors other than a smartphone, which would be easy for the instructors to use. Instructors reported that they felt comfortable launching a smartphone VR app, and restarting it in the event of bugs.

This implementation used the integrated Cardboard features. Cardboard natively allows the user to move their head but not to move in the virtual world. We added features so the user could move in the virtual world. Without vision, the user cannot update his or her position in the virtual world if the movement in the virtual world does not correspond to the movement in the real world. For instance, the user can walk and come back to the starting point in the real world, but will not come back to the starting point in the virtual world, and will get no feedback about it. For this reason, we included two features: movement in VR depending on the smartphone’s accelerometer movement detection, and movement depending on the smartphone’s step detection to initiate a 40 cm movement in VR for each step. The main idea of these features was for the user to be able to know how he/she moves in the virtual world. In other words, we sought to compute the user’s movement in the real world only with the smartphone’s sensors, in order to transpose the user’s movement in the virtual world. In such a configuration, the system would remain easy to use without external sensors or installations, unlike the HTC Vive installation with its base stations. However, the lack of precision of movement detection with the accelerometer led to unexpected movements and it was therefore not suitable for PVI. For step detection, we realized that moving in the direction of the head was not very convenient in the absence of vision, as the direction of the step might be different from the head orientation and it was not possible to update the new position without vision. PVI move their head to discriminate sounds (i.e. their ear rather than their eyes would point in the direction of the target). Moreover, step sizes may vary inter- and intra-participants. Finally, this system needs to be used in real time, while a pedometer has a 2-second latency for signal processing reasons. Overall, the false detection of steps or movements induces an unexpected change of position in the virtual world and this is very confusing without vision. Testing this system also allowed us to note sound elements that needed to be improved. All cars used the same free engine sound, with a 2-second sound loop. We noticed that all cars in the world started at the same time, upon the initialization of the virtual world, so the engine sounds were all perfectly synchronized. This made it difficult to isolate the sound of a single car and to follow it, thus making it harder to understand the geometry of the road. At the next iteration, we consequently added a random delay for all cars before the sound started up.

This system was first tested within the scientific team before moving to the next iteration.

18https://developers.google.com/vr/discover/cardboard
A.0.4 #3 End of May 2018: Vuforia Augmented Reality prototype. While the use of a smartphone in the previous iteration was appreciated, it did not allow us to detect movement and convert it 1:1 to the virtual world. Therefore, we used Vuforia to detect movement relatively to images used as targets to instantiate the virtual objects. In practice, the smartphone camera films the environment, then targets are detected using Vuforia which runs on the smartphone. The virtual objects are instantiated at the position of the images and Vuforia computes the distance and orientation by image processing: the smaller the target image detected by the camera, the further it is from the smartphone. Distortion of the image enables a calculation of the orientation. With this technique, instead of computing the movement of the user in the world, we compute the distance of the object in the world from the user. Moreover, if two objects (or more) are visible at the same time in the environment, with Unity they are all positioned in the same virtual scene depending on the computed position relative to the smartphone, and the relative position between objects. This makes it possible to reconstruct the world as long as at least one object is visible through the smartphone camera and provided that this object is correctly positioned. Instead of using fiducial markers such as QR codes, we decided to use images representing elements in a virtual scene or in the virtual environment. We believe that using figurative images is easier for teachers than abstract QR codes or fiducial markers. An A3 image was used to display the street, another to generate a flow of vehicles, and others for buildings and trees. We could also display the virtual object in stereoscopic rendering by applying the split-screen features used with the Cardboard application. Next, we also tried to move around these virtual objects when the image was no longer visible to the camera. This technique would have been suitable for creating a scene dynamically by adding target images in the world (for instance, creating a road, and creating a second one to define a crossing between the two). However, we observed that although this principle was appreciated, it was not robust enough for correct positioning: the elements “jumped” from one place to another or from one orientation to another. The error in positioning the virtual object was particularly clear when the position was inferred without the target image being in the field of vision of the smartphone camera, and also when objects were moving in the background (such as other people) in the field of vision of the camera.

From the first implementation of iteration #0, we used the native features of Unity for 3D sound rendering. In this iteration, we were able to verify that this level of audio feedback was satisfactory to acquire a spatial representation for moving objects such as cars. Several people tested this version of our systems: 5 O&M instructors including the 3 involved in the origin of the project, 3 sighted people working in a specialized school, and 2 adults with visual impairments. We presented the prototype and participants attempted to localize the cars, to position themselves parallel to the street and to identify collisions with virtual cars from audio feedback. They succeeded, and the participants with visual impairments understood the virtual scene from the audio feedback alone.

In this version, we also introduced collision detection between the avatar of the user and the vehicles. In the Unity scene, we associated a “collider”, a virtual box detecting collisions in Unity, with the camera representing the detected position of the smartphone. The vehicles also have a collider, so we were able to launch a braking sound when the application detected the user colliding virtually with a vehicle. The result of this iteration step was that the braking sound during virtual collisions may have generated too much anxiety for users. Therefore, in the following iterations, we removed all specific vehicle behaviors when a collision occurred.

A.0.5 #4 Beginning of June 2018: ARCore Augmented Reality prototype. We carried out an in-depth inventory of AR solutions other than Vuforia which were compatible with both smartphone apps and Unity. We chose to test the ARCore framework as it was known to be a robust system for positioning virtual objects in the environment. The first result of this iteration was that the
positioning of visual and audio feedback was robust enough, as verified first by the scientific team, and later by the O&M participants and users with visual impairments during the pretest. Indeed, we were able to instantiate, directly at a position in the world and without any target images, an object emitting sound at a particular place in the world (e.g. on a table), visually displayed at the right place and audible at the right place. And we were able to get 3D audio feedback in correlation with the smartphone’s movement, including intensity (louder or quieter depending on the distance) and laterality (louder in the ear closest to the object). We made sure that elements which were not displayed did not disappear from the scene and remained audible. With our ARCore test application running on a smartphone (with instantiation of a simple audible object), we noticed that ARCore was also robust with moving elements in the field of vision of the camera (other people, for instance). The ARCore framework was validated for motionless virtual objects first. Next, we generated virtual moving objects (vehicles) with engine sounds attached to a smartphone application. This version also worked and the ARCore framework was validated for VR use.

We noted that ARCore is not directly compatible with the previous split screen Cardboard features, as ARCore virtual objects do not follow movements in the world. For instance, if we position a virtual object on a table and then move the smartphone, the virtual object should still appear on the table, but this was not the case when the ARCore and split screen features were combined. As the stereoscopic display for PVI was already an issue identified by the IRSA orthoptist, we decided to continue without a stereoscopic display. Moreover, smartphones are already widely used by PVI and are low-risk in terms of use (glare, diplopia, eye tiredness and cybersickness).

A.0.6 #5 End of June 2018: ARCore Virtual Reality prototype. The main idea of this iteration was to verify that we could generate a virtual object that was actually the complete VR scene. This was a way to roll out VR using ARCore, as discussed above. The problem was that the scene was rendered as a single object and the user walked inside the virtual object instead of around it as in the previous iterations. This had consequences on computation time, as the object was very large and the device was only a smartphone. Finally, we had to verify whether the robustness which was good enough for AR was also sufficient for VR. Indeed, precise positioning is required for virtual objects measuring several hundred meters, as with such sizes a slight movement in the orientation of the object appears bigger because of angular movements.

During our pretest with a blind student, we gained new insights. The student used the prototype outside, on a courtyard at our university. He moved around in this area and corresponding movements were replicated in the virtual world. As the virtual world is bound to elements of the real world, elements like the pedestrian crossing and the road in the virtual world have a specific position in the real world which are not necessarily ideal (for instance, close to a wall). During the pretest, the student was able to understand where the virtual vehicles were driving and was able to walk on the virtual sidewalk by positioning himself parallel to the street (i.e. parallel to the flow of vehicles). He also managed to identify the right time to cross when no vehicles were driving in either lane. He was able to move around in the street, and also tested the AR prototypes. This student tested the prototype with Cardboard with the same virtual world and noticed that the VR goggles were not comfortable, as they were quite heavy and his remaining light perception (only forward, not in the periphery) was disturbed. According to the orthoptist, the instructors, and our observations in later demonstrations, users with residual vision perceived the image as distorted by the glass lens in their peripheral field of vision. This can also be a problem with diverging eyes. These issues do not exist with WoW. This consolidated our decision to use ARCore without a split screen for the classroom prototype. Moreover, we confirmed that the engine sound was not realistic. The user underlined that we should provide different sounds for engines, as in reality all cars have different sounds. Other feedback concerned the use of the smartphone. A blind person
can inadvertently cover the camera or touch the touchscreen and stop the execution of the virtual world. Therefore, we created a 3D printed holder in the next iteration to allow the users to hold the device more easily.

A.0.7 #6 (final) July 2018: X-Road - ARCore VR street and traffic light crossing with 3D printed holder. The main point of this iteration was to finalize the virtual worlds for the use of X-Road in the classroom, and to create the smartphone holder. For this last iteration, we created the two final virtual worlds used in the experiment: VR#1 (street world) and VR#2 (traffic light crossing), which are shown in Figure 2, with a total surface area of 400x200m. These environments were created based on the scenarios designed with the O&M instructors during a workshop at our institution. As described in the illustrative Use Case of O&M classes above, specific techniques were used for analyzing and crossing in these two configurations. The main features added to create the VR#2 were car behavior in order to avoid a collision with the front car, and alternation of the traffic lights. For this experiment, we did not include dynamic behavior for the cars depending on the user’s actions. The change for the street world (VR#1) was the generation of cars with a pseudo-randomized engine sound. We found 4 freely available engine sounds. For each car in the VR world, we attached one of the four sounds, each one different from the previous car. We created a traffic light crossing (VR#2). Here, we created more dynamic car behavior and statuses (starting, accelerating, braking, stopping), which were synchronized with the traffic light and with the behavior of the other vehicles. We could not find an easy solution for a smooth sound transition between these statuses. However, in our pilot study, one O&M instructor and two blindfolded people found this behaviour usable. The O&M instructors used O&M techniques to verify the usability of X-Road. We asked the blindfolded people the O&M questions from the experiment questionnaires, as described above (“Do you hear the cars?”, “Is it a street or a crossing?”, “Can you position yourself parallel to the road?”, etc.), and one of them answered the full questionnaire to verify the experimental protocol.

As presented in step #5, users struggled to hold the X-Road smartphone without blocking the camera. Therefore, we created a holder to enable users to hold the X-Road smartphone more easily. The holder was designed using OnShape 19. The 3D model is shown in Figure 6. It was printed with PLA using the Makerbot replicator 2 printer, with 30% of infill and layers of 0.1mm. We did three iterations to adjust the comfort for users wearing X-Road on their head and to enable access to the smartphone buttons and plugs. The first version was an open box where one side was the space for holding the smartphone. In the second version, we added elements so it was possible for users to wear the holder on their head (Figure 5). Specifically, the holder is not rectangular but has a more comfortable shape; we added attachments from another VR headset to fix a rubber band to it, and put foam in the part in contact with the face when the rubber band was in place. The last iteration allowed us to finalize the shape in order to offer full access to the buttons of the smartphone, as well as the mini-jack for headphones and the charging port so that we could plug in an external battery if needed during the experiment (see Figure 1).
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19(https://www.onshape.com/)